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EVERY-OTHER-DAY

coats and suits as you prefer, are
here at your command. We have
both light and heavy RUits and over
coats, in all the latest patterns and
fabrics. Something here to suit the
taste of every man.
And for
economical-minded men, we have
so-called winter suits you can wear
in summer—summer suits you can
wear in winter.

ROCKLAND /AA1NE.

No More Drudgery
Save Your Money
TRY OUR SEMI-FINISHED FAMILY WASH
Do away with wash day at home! The heavy lifting, the steamy
fretting, the nuisance of watching over a washwoman are relict of
bye-gone days.
Just bundle up everything that needs washing and phone 170. Then
your job is done.
Leave the rest to us. Ws’il wash your things in the purest, mildest
suds. We’ll rinse them again and again in the cleanest of rainsoft
water, and wa’II iron all the large heavy pieces.
Your bed and table linen will have a snowy lustre, the towels and
napkins will be folded just right. You’ll be so proud of your best table
doth.
Your underwear, stockings, aprons, pajamas, and all the body clothes
will be gently fluffed in a current of warm, fresh air, thoroughly dried,
and may be used without ironing.
The dread of wash day is gone. Only a few of the intimate, per
sonal things,—pieces you rather love to fuss with—will remain for you
to iron.

Flat work ready to use, personal clothes washed and dried.
SEND A TRIAL BUNDLE TODAY

LAUNDRY

17 LIMEROCK STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
JUST PHONE 170 AND OUR DRIVER WILL CALL
ALL KINDS OF LAUNDRY WORK

COMMUNITY BANKING
It it to your interest to be friendly
with your neighbor and to participate
in the business of the community in
which you reside.
It is to your advantage to do business
in your home town, thereby increas
ing the importance and value of your
neighborhood.

The Security Trust Company
ROCKLAND, MAINE
would like to have every citizen a
DEPOSITOR
Camden, Vinalhaven, Warren, Union

ARE YOU

THREE TIMES A WEEK
ALL THE HOME NEWS
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHINS CO.
Subscrlpiim 33.0# per
ptyskl. la ad
vance; alnrle copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general later*
eat are solicited.
Entered at the postofflos In Rockland foe cir
culation at tecona-claaa postal rates.
Publlthed every Tueeday, Thuraday and Bat*
urday morning, from 469 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.

For the Time You Spend at the Wash Tub?

W. Russell’s automobile in Camden is Grant, who was arrested in Houlton by
told in the following police court story Chief of police Hogan and Anson A.
•
Powers, Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
from Tuesday’s Bangor News:
•
“Linwood Buckston of Old Town, the detective, for a series of petty breaks,
•
young man who was arrested Sunday 1 has been identified by the State Pro
night for operating an automobile bation Officer as Joseph Henley, who
•••
escaped from the State prison at
without a license or registration plates, I Thomaston in July, 1920, after serving
For every bad there might be a ♦ •
••• worse; and when one breaks his leg. •••
was before the municipal court Mon- 1 about eight months of a sentence of four
— let him be thankful it was not his —
day morning on three charges, one of to eight years for burglary in Lewis
••• neck.—Bishop Hall.
•••
Henley admits his identity. |
larceny of a Ford ear, one of operat ton.
«•*
.«.
.«. •«.
.«. .«. »«. 'g
ing an automobile not duly registered He is wanted in Penobscot, Sagadahoc
and the last for operating a car with and Androscog’gin counties for small
THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION
(An open letter to H. D. Crie and the out a license. A plea of guilty was breaks, and it is expected that the
entered and on the first charge the . Aroostook county grand jury will re
The men and women of Maine have reason lobster fishermen of this vicinity. By
respondent was held in 31,000 for his turn an indictment against him for
to be thankful for the inheritance of charac* courtesy
of The Courier-Gazette.)
ter and self-control handed down to them
appearance at the January term of several breaks in Houlton.
•
e
F
•
•
Henley’s escape from the State
from their forefathers, for than this there is
no finer inheritance. Those early pioneers,
Gentlemen: A commission consist the superior court. In default of bail Prison was cleverly accomplished. A
On the other I
coming from across the seas to this unknown ing of 50 members of the United States he was committed.
large touring car had been driven in
land, erected a free government in the wilder
will start for Ottawa charge he was fined 35 and costs on to the prison yard for some repairs
ness of its woods and on the bleak shores of its Congress
e
h,
which
he
did
not
pay.
coast, and they builded better than they knew. Canada, Nov. 30, with
the avowed
ind Henley, who had been at work
“Buckston told several stories and outside the prison, concealed himself
From the earliest times this State has stood object of
making a study of the
for hlgli ideals, and its manhood and woman
the
police
were
unable
to
tell
what
under some robes in the baggage rack
hood is not surpassed by that' of any of its Canadian system of taxation, and will
•as the truth. He said he was in of the car. When the car was passing
sister States.
Now therefore, I, Percival P. lay particular stress on the sales tax,
Baxter, Governor of the State of Maine, do under the guidance of the Canadian lockland and Camden on Sunday and
through the gate a guard mounted on
hereby designate, Thursday, November 24, 1921,
saw a Ford car outside a church. He the prison wall saw Henley, and gave
Department of Finance.
Thanksgiving Day in the State of Maine.
And, as the family is the unit of the State
I am heartily in favor of this com stole the car and drove, to Rockland, the alarm but the car was moving
I call upon the people of Maine to observe mission and its object, for, I would then changed his mind and drove back
rapidly and got some distance away
this day and to strengthen their home ties
He before its occupants were made aware
by gathering together wherever possible in like to know under what system of to Camden and on to Bangor.
family groups. I urge our citizens to give taxation a crate of American shoes claimed that a registration plate was that they were assisting a prisoner to
thanks to the Almighty, both in their homes and sold in Canada is subject to a heavy hanging when he took the car and
escape. Then the car slowed down.
in their churches, for the many blessings He
has bestowed upon this State, and to pray to import tax, and a crate of Canadian that it fell off at some point between Henley made off into the woods, and
Him that our people may remain steadfast in lobsters sold in Boston is subject to Camden and Rocklaijd.
search for him was unavailing. Since
the right and may be worthy of a continuance no export tax at all. A system of tax
that time he has been heard from In
of the Divine blessing.
ation that gets there going both ways
various parts of the State, and Sheriff
THE CREW ESCAPED
well
worth
learning
about.
Don
’
t
is
Fernandez holds a warrant for his ar
PROUD OF HER STATE
you think so? And, if the Canadian
The 70-ton schooner Maude S„ rest for breaking and entering the
Government
has
worked
out
a
system
bound to Calais from Boston with Clukey farm house In Winn last
Miss Theresa Stuart Finds It Is Lead
of taxation that hits United States phosphate, ran ashore on Mansfield's August. He was surprised in the
ing New England in Library Work
both ways, the sooner we learn to use ledge at the east end of Deer Island Clukey house by the unexpected re
early Mondhy. The crew escaped. turn of the family, who had been ab
Miss Theresa C. Stuart, formerly of the same system the better for U. S.
While this commission is absent I The schooner was breaking in two sent when he entered, and he got away
Rockland, director of library extension
would suggest that we get busy and
work, Maine State Library, has re
and was expected to be a total loss. in such a hurry that he left behind a
do a little studying on our own ac
turned from Boston, where she at- count. We need to learn why* we are She was owned by G. F. Mansfield lot of letters by which he was identi
fied. After some operations in Green
•ended a meeting of the New England forbidden to ship a 9-inch lobster to of Jonesport and uninsured.
ville Henley moved north to Houlton,
Library commissions, each of the New Boston, even though it be transported
where he is held for several small
England States being represented ex- outside the three-mile limit, while the
Jobs.
ept Vermont.
Yarmouth steamer sails calmly by
When arrested in Houlton, Henley,
Miss Stuart said the discussions and with 900 crates of 9-Inch lobsters
who was being questioned in an up
talks were very interesting and valu bound for the Boston market, our
MEN’S
stairs room by Chief Hogan, broke
able. She was particularly pleased market, too, by the way.
away and leaped down a flight of
with the statement by the delegates
We need to learn by what system of
stairs, but Detective Powers, antici
WOMEN’S x
—"after I had told them every single political and legislative hocus-pocus
pating an attempt to escape, was at
thing I could think of about our work a Maine lobster is a luxury and so not
the foot of the stairs waiting for him—
MISSES
’
in this State”—that they were not only entitled to tariff protection, and at the
so there was no get-away.—Bangor
greatly surprised at what Maine had same time a Nova Scotia lobster is an
News.
CHILDREN’S
done and is doing in library work but article of food-stuff so sorely needed
frankly admitted that Maine is at \the in these United States that it is ad
top in New England along such lines. mitted to our marlfrts free of duty.
ORDER YOUR—
We are urged to abide by the laws
‘•That made me prouder than ever
that have been made for the protection
of my State," said Miss Stuart.
of our business, and 1 think I am safe
ENGRAVED
in saying that 90 percent of us do
CHARLES RUSS STILL GAME
abide by them, myself among the num
PERSONAL
Big Stock
Our opening ball advertised to take ber. But, w’hat are we to do under
Many
Different
Makes
GREETING CARDS
place at the Training Station Tuesday present conditions? Was the law that
evening was, no doubt, a disappoint admitted Canadian lobsters to our mar
Prices Right
For Christmas
ment to many, especially to ourselves. kets free of duty, a law made for us,
The unforeseen has happened many or for somebody else? Are we going
NOW
SPECIAL—Women’s
Rubbers,
times before this. It was on account to sit calmly down and take whatever
is
handed
to
us,
or
shall
we
get
busy
of being unable to secure a suitable
military and low heels ...........75c
piano. We scoured the city for one,but and find out what is rotten in Den
mark?
to no avail. We have one now and
If we are represented in Congress
Child’s 3 buckle Overshses $2.00
304 Main Street, ROCKLAND
will fulfill every agreement, we hope
Friday night, Nov. 25, without a hitch. let us find out why such a state of
Misses 3 buckle Overshoes $2.50
We’ll all hope for the best to come. things was permitted to come about
Women’s 3 buckle Overshoes $3.50
Cheer up and forget it! We are all without our knowledge or consent, and
if we are not represented let’s reme
Men's 4 buckle Overshoes $3.75
liable to fall by the way, some time, dy the omission as quickly as possible.
on our way to eternity. Ladies 25c;
Mr. Crie, here is one man who will
Men’s Dress Rubbers, $1.00, $1.25
gents 50c. No war tax.
C. U. Russ. back you to the limit.
Charles B. Davis.
There never has been such a dis
Vinalhaven, Nov. 22.
Felt Shoes and Slippers
play of playthings as at Burpee's.

We are making a special price on FAMILY FINISHED WASH
ING for the winter. Tell us what you are paying for your washing all
ironed and ready to use. Get our price and see if it is not more reason
able. We iron everything—starch when necessary—do all the Shirts!
and Collars our modern way with modern machinery. Clothes donc|
our way have a better finish, wear longer, cost you less. We want to
prove it to you. Send your washing this week; have it all finished—!
if it isn’t as good or better than you have been having it done, there will
be no charge (we mean just that) no charge if not as good or better*
than ycur wash-woman is doing it and at a better price.

Orel E. Davies
OPTOMETRIST
Oldest Graduate in

Rockland
10«tf

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Established 1914

136-137

Christmas Photos

TYLER’S
HARD FINISH
THE WALLS
of your house with plaster from
here. It is as fine as sifted flour,
entirely free from grit or any
foreign substance. It is a great
water absorber, mixes freely and
sets quicker with a surface smooth
as glass. We also sell plaster board,
the modern wall finish. What can
we furnish you?

W. H. GLOVER CO.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
any business day during office hours.

•

8AFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

STUDIO
Twenty different styles of
folders from $3 per dozen
up, and three extra portraits
with every dozen taken be
fore December 1 st.
I
“IN THE HEART OF THE CITY’’
Upstairs. Opp. Security Trust Co.
124Th. tf

LESLIES
says

“READ THE
x ADVERTISING”
it enables you to get more
for your money. It is your
guide to what’s good to get.

Dinner Special,
.50
Supper Specials .35, .50, .65
Lowest prices on the best of

MARIANNE CROCKETT

TEACHER OF PIANO

FOOD STUFFS

Vocal Teacher

MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN

Colonial Restaurant

Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
Telephone 498-R.
129-tf

Pupil of Elizabeth S. Burger
Northwestern University
13 Myrtle Street
129 141

*
♦
•
*
•
*
*
»
•
•

PARK THEATRE

TEL. 650-R

IN BUSINESS OVER SEVEN YEARS

“We need to learn by what
system of political and legislative hocus pocus a Maine lobster is a luxury and
so not
entitled to tariff protection,
and at the same time a Nova
Scotia lobster Is an article of
food-stuff so sorely needed in
these United States that it is
admitted to our markets free of
duty."

RUBBERS

Everything back but the dirt—sweet and white.

Tel. 582-M

282 Main St., Rockland
137-139

CITY’S APPRECIATION

HENLY MUCH WANTED

Vinalhaven Fisherman Who Jnwood Buckston, Who Took Convict Who Escaped From Of Those Who Served in the
Can’t See Justice of Nova
State Prison In Auto Is
Army and Navy During
Pastor Russell’s Ford, Held
Civil War, As Told on Me
Back In the Toils.
In Bangor.
Scotia Competition.
morial.
A man giving bis name as Charles
The sequel to the theft of Rev. B.

In a great many homes housewives have discovered that they have
been doing their family washing at a loss. They find in many cases
that sending out the washing is costly.

678 MAIN STREET.

ADMITTED THE THEFT

2^ Furs

PROPERLY PAID

WE KNOW HOW

Volume 76................. Number 139.

Carver’s Book Store

Branches:
ORGANIZED 1903

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

BACKS CRIE TO LIMIT

The Courier-Gazette

LIGHT OR DARK

PEOPLES

TUESDAY,

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, November 24, 1921.

Single Copies Three Cents.

Three Dollars a Year.

....

All Set For the Holiday With
a Big Double Program.
The Courtship of Myles Standish,'
with its interesting Indian prologue,
introducing Chief John Ranco of Old
Town and other real Indians, features
the program for today and Friday,
with performances beginning each day
at 2.15 and 8.30 p. m. The Boston
Evening Record said of it:
“At this time, when all eyes arc
turned towards Plymouth, which is
celebrating the 300th anniversary of
the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers, a
true picture of life in Plymouth at
that period is timely. Such a picture
is "The Courtship of Myles Standish,”
taken from Henry W. Longfellow’s
beautiful poem. The picture tells the
quaint story of the early settlement
days in this country and the pretty
romance of John Alden and Priscilla,
in a manner that rings true to life,
and contains much human interest.
There are'many scenes that seem too
realistic to have been acted. One of
these is the return of the Mayflower.
Another is the wedding of Priscilla
and John. Sam J. Ryan, as the blunt
old Captain, Benjamin D. Sharpe as
lohn Alden, and Margaret Shaw as
the demure little Pilgrim maiden, ail
deserve special mention. School chil
dren, teachers and grown-ups all will
learn considerable from a historical
as well as literary standpoint by view
ing this excellent picture.”
Dustin Farnum hag a strong role
in Saturday’s feature picture.
In “The Primal Law" Dustin Far
num appears as half owner of Willow
Ranch, a property sought for some
mysterious purpose by a band of un
principled conspirators. He becomes
involved in fierce fighting and an in
teresting romance. Throughout he is
the big pal of little Bobble Carson, the
motherless son of his partner, whom
he is pledged to guard against the
strange menace of circumstances. The
element of mystery is effectively de
veloped, it is stated, and suspense ad
mirably sustained. The arrival of the
lovely eastern girl presents the possi
bility of a love theme, which develops
in dramatic fashion, interwoven with
stirring events growing out of the
activities of the plotters.—adv.

Bought at Highest Market Prloea
All shipmenta of fun are held aavan
days and if our valuation la not aatlifactory wa return your tun and
PAY ALL EXPENSES

287 Main 8t, Rockland, Main*

PORTLAND RENDERING CO.
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

PORTLAND, MAINE

*
EAST SIDE
*
*
The City of Rockland is to *
* forever protect and maintain this *
* Memorial, and the land upon *
* which it rests.
•

*
*
*
*
*
*

SOUTH SIDE
•
To the memory of those who •
cleimed Rockland by birth or *
adoption, as their home, served *
in the Army and Navy of the *
United States 1861-1865.
•

WEST SIDE
»
*
Thia memorial erected by •
* the Municipality, citizen* and *
* friends, Edwin Libby Post and *
* kindred organizations of patri- * otic men and women A. D. 1912. *

NORTH SIDE
•
Here stood for many years the *
home of Edwin Libby Poet No, 16 *
* Grand Army of the Republic of *
the United States.
*

WAS LEFT HANDED
How A Stranger Took Mark Twain
Into A Camp at a Billiard Gam*.

Mark Twain loid the spectators at
a billiard tourney what he knew
about the game and kept them laugh
ing while he talked. He said:
‘The game of billiards has destroy
ed my naturally sweet disposition.
Once, when I was an underpaid re
porter in Virginia City, whenever I
wished to play billiards I went out
to look for easy marks. One day a
stranger came to town and opened a
billiard parlor. I looked him over
casually. When he proposed a gamo
I answered, ‘All right.’ ’Just knock
the balls around a little so I can get
your gait,’ he said, and when I had
done so he remarked, ‘I’ll be perfectly
| fair with you. I’ll play you left
handed.’ I felt hurt for he was cross
eyed, freckled and had red hair, and
I was determined to teach him a les
son. He won the first shot, ran out,
took my half dollar and all I got waa
| an opportunity to chalk my cue.
‘If you play like that with your left
I hand,’ I said, ‘I’d like to see you play
| with your right.' 'I can't,’ he said
'I’m left handed.,’
,

------FOUR UNDEFEATED TEAMS
| All That Are Left in the East With
No Blemish on Their Schedule*

Yale’s defeat by Bob Fiaher’a footI ball folk at Harvard leaves Penn
State, Lafayette, Cornell and Wash
ington and Jefferson as the only unde
feated major college elevens of the
I East this season.
Penn State and Cornell each has
I won seven games; Washington and
| Jefferson eight; and Lafayette nine.
Capt. Malcolm Aldrich of Yale conI tinues the leading point scorer, the
field goal he booted against I i.’vard
making his point total 86. Capt. Jim
Robertson of Dartmoutn is second
with 75, and Kenyon of Georgetown is
third with 68, two points ahead of
Lightner of Penn State. Kaw of Cor
nell, Klliinger of Penn State, and El
liott of Lafayette each has 60 points.

Listen, son:
Some folks call this
whittlin’ tobacco
old-fashioned, but
they don’t know
where the honey is!”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and howI ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
| of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
THE TOYS

i-omet
pl“t

r

ctAOKf
The sweetest smoke
that ever packed
a pipe

Burpee’s Toyland is the talk of the
city. Don’t fail to visit this wonderful
display.
All Columbia Records Sue at Studley’s—headquarters
for
Brunswick
Phonographs and Records.
126tf

RAW FURS and DEER 3KINS

Boston Shoe Store

In view of the present discussion as
to what disposition shall be made of
the Grand Army property on Lime
rock, Union and School streets, !t is
interesting to note that the 10th anni
versary of the dedication of the sol
diers' and sailors’ memorial is only a
few months away. Strangers find It
an unfailing point of interest, and
Rockland citizens feel a due amount
of pride in it, but how many can quote
the inscriptions which appear on the
four bronze tablets. The sentiments
there expressed a.’O such worthy ones,
and so admirably worded, that it does
not come amiss to give the public an
occasional reminder, and acting upon
the suggestion of a prominent and pa
triotic citizen they are here leptibllahed:

A
Liccett & Myess Tobacco Co.

-_z
•r

I My little son, who looked from thoughtful eyes.
And moved and spoke In quiet grown-up wise.
Having my law the seventh time disobeyed,
1 struck him, and dismissed
With harsh words and unkissed,
—His mother, who was patient, being dead.
Then, fearing lest his grief should hinder sleep,
I visited his bed,
But found him slumbering deep,
With darkened eyelids, and their lashea yet
From his late sobbing wet.
And I, with moan,
Kissing away his tears, left others of my own J
For, on a table drawn beside his head,
A box of counters and a red-veined stone.
He had put, within his reach,
A piece of glass abraded by the beach,
And six or seven shells,
’
A bottle with bluebells,
And two French copper coins, ranged there
with careful art,
To comfort his sad heart.
Ko, wheu that night I prayed
To God, I wept, and Mid:
Ah, when at last we lie with tranced breath,
Not vexing Thee in death.
And Thou rememberMt of what toys
We made our Joys,
How weakly understood
Thy great commanded good.
Then, fatherly net less
Than I whom Thou hast moulded from tfcg
clay,

IThouTt leave Thy wrath, and tay:

| "I will bo sorry for their childishness”

_

,

__ __ srCovenuy Fauaoro, J
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Rockland, Maine, Nov. 24, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
•ath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Nov 22
1921. there was printed a total ol 5.998 copise.
Before me

FRANK B. MILLER.
Noury Public.

WHERE YOUR TAXES GO

Some men pay their taxes cheer
fully, some reluctantly, and some rebelliously, but all of them have at
least a mild curiosity to know what
becomes of the money after the taxes
are paid. Is the government efficient?
Are the public's funds being honestly
and judiciously expended? And if so,
what returns do they bring? The av
erage man hasn’t the time or the fa
cilities to Investigate such weighty
matters, but in Washington, D. C.,
there is a man who has a long time
been engaged in the task, neglecting
no datail or no angle that he might
be in a position to enlighten the pub
lic. That man Is Edward G. Lowry,
one of the best known correspondents
in Washington, and not unknown on
the other side of the water where he
was attached to the American Em
bassy in London and where 'he served
on the British front in Flanders and
with the American Army of Occupa
tion in Germany. The result of his
recent inquiry into Uncle Sam’s bus
iness has been set forth in a series of
articles which convey an immense
amount of valuable information in
condensed form. The first of the se
ries appears on this page.
Maine trust company resources have
increased in volume more than $2,000,000 in the past year, according to the
annual report of “Trust Companies for
the United States.” At the close of
business June 30 the assets were $125,206,490. This splendid showing for
Maine will be better appreciated when
it is understood that the decrease for
the United States, in the period of
great business depression was $12S,000,000. Commenting on the general
situation John W Platten, president of
the United' States Mortgage & Trust
Co., says that no stronger evidence of
the stability of trust companies has
been forthcoming during their entire
history than has been demonstrated
the past year in connection with their
banking operations It has been a year
of tremendous recession of prices, and
values attended by reduction of bank
loans, contractions of credit and rapid
falling off of deposits. The fact that
resources have decreased only $128,000,000 in a total of $12,323,430,000,
coupled with the fact that a substan
tial increase is shown in all branches
of fiduciary business, is looked upon
with extreme satisfaction.

On the third anniversary of the war’s
close German newspapers began anew
their violent dispute as to what caused
the nation's downfall, and with views
as widely divergent as ever. Was it
"a dagger thrust in the back of the
army"—the treacherous breakdown cf
civilian support for the military lead
ers,” as claimed by Field Marshal Von
Hindenburg? or did the military idols
come to grief irreparably “because they
were just shoulders and not states
men?” The radical press declares bit
terly that the German people were sys
tematically deceived and that the su
preme army command deliberately
spread false reports. From the con
servative newspapers comes the retort
“vile agitators” whetted the weapon of
treachery. Neither element in Ger
many will probably ever arrive at the
real solution that no warfare can pros
per which is an insult to civilization.

The Portland morning newspapers
have consolidated under the name of
the Press Herald, since the purchase
of the former by Hon. Guy Gannett of
Augusta, who was also one of the stock
holders of the Herald. If the new pa
per can sustain the pace set by Mon
day’s issue it will be a credit to the
State’s metropolis. The Portland dai
lies have been much inclined to spread
their telegraphic news on the first
page and give the public rather too
brief a survey of the news field. It
is the evident intention of the Press
Herald to make the paper entertaining
from cover to cover and to no longer
be outdone by the Bangor, Lewiston
and Augusta dailies. Mr. Gannett has
The Courier-Gazette’s best wishes.
The launching of the steamship New
Jersey at Bath Saturday leaves not a
single vessel on the stocks—a condi
tion which has not prevailed there
before in 25 years. Bath is still the
“Shipyard City,” but the shipyards
coast, are bare until there comes a
new cycle in the industry. Were it
not for the fact that the Bath Iron
Works has a contract to build five
lightships for the government the holi
day season at the other end of the
Knox & Lincoln division would be a
gloomy one.

Postmaster General Hays has asked
his subordinates throughout the coun
try to lend a hand in the search for
missing people, when convinced of the
genuineness of the inquiry. And every
postoffice has a vast fund of informa
tion which can automatically be used
in detective work.
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¥
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Every-Other-Day

*

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

*

Where Your
Taxes Go
How Uncle Sam Spends
Your Money in Conduct*
ing Your Business
By EDWARD G. LOWRY

n."

Author "Waahlnstoo Clwo O
"Benia end
Financial Syatana." ate. Contrihotor Political
and Economic Artlelca to lcadin< Pariodicala
and a Writer of Raeognlaad Authority.oe the

Copyright. Western Newspaper Unioa
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WHY YOU’RE INTERESTED

HOW TO SPEND THE HOLIDAY

I
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*
*

*
*
*
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GO TO THE MOVIES: Park Theatre offers you a
double bill, with one perfo: mance afternoon and even
ing, commencing at 2:15 c.nd 7:30. The feature pic
ture is a screen version of Longfellow's immortal
poem “The Courtship of Myles Standish." Empire
Theatre presents Buck Jo.ies in “Straight From the
Shoulder,” the story of a two-fisted peacemaker.

GO TO THE ARCADE: The opening games of the
Amateur Polo League will be played at 3:30 and 8:30.
The afternoon contestants are the Snowbirds and the
Knox Electrics; the evening game will be between the
Polo Bears and the Texaco Stars. It is the popular
Twilight League carried indoors, with baseball shoes
exchanged for rollers. There will be two hours of
public skating before each game.

*

*
*

*

*
*
*
¥
¥

¥
I wish you would take what la
written here as a personal report ad
¥
dressed directly to you from me about
¥
your business. Don’t think of It or
¥
read It as an article about “polities,” *
tab
or remote public affairs at Washing
You
cannot
help
but
make
4
wise
selection
when
you
choose
a
pair
of
¥
ton. It is not that at alt It is what
GO TO THE DANCE: Thanksgiving Ball in Temple
I ask you to think It, a personal *
these
rockers
as
a
Holiday
gift.
The
rockers
are
carefully
constructed
—
¥
hall, with snappy jazz music by Marston’s Orchestra.
business report to you relating to your
neat in appearance and well finished, in fact they 11 last a lifetime. Of
Individual concerns, your pocketbook *
GO TO THE LEVEE AND BALL: It's the Veteran ¥
greater interest is the fact that they are so reasonably priced. Many of
and your welfare. I have no other
Firemen’s Association’s second annual, and will be ¥
Interest than to tell you the exact
them have cane backs and seats, others full box saddle seats. Your early
held in Havener hall, with music by Marsh’s Orches «
truth.
inspection is invited while our stocks are complete.
Assume that you have sent me to * . tra. Street parade in the early evening.
¥
Washington to find out for you what
361 MAIN STREET,
your agents are doing, how they are *
GO TO YOUR THANKSGIVING DINNER, with a ¥
managing your affairs and spending
ROCKLAND, MAINE
¥
properly thankful spirit that your city is not suffering
your money. I call them your agents
for that is all they are—the President, *
from the industrial blight which has fallen on many ¥
the members of the cabinet, the *
¥
other
localities.
senators and all the members of the
A MILLION MEMBERS
house of representatives. You hire
* * * *
* * *
them, you pay them, and you can fire
That’s Practically What Farm
EVER HELD IN KNOX COUNTY
x
•
them.
THE FIRST TO CROSS
PRISON BUSY PLACE
You may think of them In deference
Bureau Federation Now,
and awe as a group of eminent states
Has.
men. or you may call them In flippancy How Postmaster Blethen and Largest Number of Convicts
and too hasty contempt “a lot of
The American Farm Bureau Feder
Dan Coakley Christened
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Since 1918—Large Output
politicians.” But whatever you call
ation gained 227,878 members during
them, they are your hired men. They
Spruce. Head Bridge.
of Sleighs.
FRIDAY EVENING, DEC. 9, 1921
1920 and now numbers 967,279. J. W. i
attend to your collective business,
CONFETTI, SERPENTINE, NOVELTIES OF ALL KINDS
which is called the public business.
Coverdale
of
Chicago,
executive
sec,
Readers of the Twenty-Five Years
Lester D. Eaton, the new warden of
Query: Are they doing it efficiently Ago column, which appears on an the State Prison, has charge just now retary, reported to the federation’s
JAZZ ORCHESTRA
^nd with a single-minded devotion to
other page, will be interested to note of 201 convicts, the largest number third annual convention in Atlanta,
139Thl47
CARS
AFTER THE DANCE
yonr Interests?
Ga„ Tuesday. County farm bureaus
Perhaps the largest Item in the high :hat Bert Blethen (Rockland's present confined in the Thomaston institution included in the organization number
cost of living Is the high cost of postmaster) and Dan Coakley were since 1918. Only three are women. 1,486.
*
government. And far and away the the first to cross the Spruce Head Forty convicts, additional to the num
The federation plans to bring the :
largest Item in the high cost of govern bridge after it was opened to the pub ber above mentioned are on parole, farm into the movies more extensively
ment Is the high cost of armament; lic.
and one escaped convict, Joseph Hen next year. It purposes to produce at
least 12 feature farm films in addition ;
preparation for war. About 90 per
"Do I remember it?" asked Postmas ley, is in custody in Aroostook county.
to a series of news reels and animated
cent of all government revenues, and
that means the money taken from you ter Blethen, yesterday. ’^Should say The general health of the convicts is cartoons. Distribution will be through
We carry the Largest Assortment of Pipes in the city
as taxes, goes to pay for wars, past, I do.” And he gave vent to a laugh good, there being very few on the hos state farm bureau federations or di- I
rent to theatres. The federation has !
which shook the Post Office corridor— pital list this fall.
MOROCCO
DERBYS
present and future.
ilso completed arrangements to sup- j
BRIGHTONS
HAND MADE
Before I have concluded this series a laugh which was spiced by the rec
The
manufacture
of
sleighs
has
been
ollection of how Mr. Coakley and he
ply county farm bereaus with porta- ■
GENOVAS
MELANOS
of articles I expect to show you eon had put one over on Willis Adams.
unusually brisk, and 200 of them will ,le projectors at cost.
•
WELLINGTONS
elusively that the Impelling motive
"My father. John Blethen. lived on have been turned out when the season
Secretary Coverdale told the con
that induced President Hardtng to call the island at that time,” said the post- closes. There have been shipments vention that effort was being made to
the present conference in Washington master, and he heard us arranging to - frorn
prison almost daily to Aroos- eliminate breakage of eggs in transit
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM - - - ROCKLAND, ME.
took county, where it would seem on railroads causing an annual loss of
to consider limitation of armaments be the first to cross the bridge.
was financial. The pressing need of
"Why don't you take Tim, he’s been that they have sleighing about all the $5,000,000; to get faster train service
considering a proposal for a reduc waiting 25 years for the chance," said time except Fourth of July. The on livestock; and to persuade carriers
harness business is also good, and to increase their supply of refrigerator
tion or limitation by agreement of war Mr. Blethen. senior.
Tim was the family horse, and a many truck bodies and wagons are be cars.
expenditure was not made entirely on
ing turned out in the carriage depart
“At the present time approximately
the ground of morality or righteous ight wise old bird.
So we hitched up and started for ment.
IS of the wool producing states £tre
ness, but as a plan for cutting down
pooling, to a greater or less degree,
the operating expenses of the govern the bridge,” continued the narrator.
"When we got there some of the planks
their 1921 clip of wool,” he reported,
WISHES ALL ITS CUSTOMERS A PLEASANT
ment.
had not been put in place, but we soon
"and we feel that perhaps more prog- i
THANKSGIVING
If the United States government
found them and drove into the village
ress has been made in the line of co- ■
were an Individual we would say that
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE operative marketing of wool than in
AND THANKS ALL ITS CUSTOMERS FOR ITS
g as life. Willis Adams spied us
1t was broke, for Its expenses exceed from his office. “How in the name of
any other agricultural commodity.'
IS
PATRONAGE
Its income.
11 that's holy did you get here?” he
Your interest Is simply this: that wanted to know. ’Holy’ wasn’t the In the Standstill Class
Have you visited Burpee’s Toyland.
whatever decision Is made you will vord he used when we told him.”
t is the greatest display in Maine.
have to pay the bill. If today we
352 Main Street
didn’t have these army and navy ex
penses you would have to pay in taxes
less than $1,000,000,000 a year Instead
of $5,000,000,000. That means we
would have about $4,000,000,000 more
a year to spend on our private needs
and pleasures. I frankly confess that
• ••
I would enjoy having four-fifths of my
taxes knocked off. Wouldn’t you?
ODAY we are all busy tucking good things into
Secretary Weeks of the War de
rour little stomachs, but after that we’ll have to
partment gave public warning a little
while ago that the government would
get busy putting good heavy underwear and
require of us about $17,000,000 In
clothing on the outside. How’s yours? We have the
the next thirty months to meet cur
rent expenses and other obligations.
goods and the prices that will make you happy.
Persons who have given close study to
that possibility say that the need will
Fleeced Shirts and Drawers at 85c, and Fleeced Unions at $1.50 is
be nearer $20,000,000, than $17,000,one good buy. Wool Underwear is a little higher. When you can get
a good heavy Flannel Shirt at $1.98 and a heavy Army Shirt at $3.00
000. The great bulk of that is for
and $4.00 that’s not too bad. Have you tried a pair of the Army Pants
past and prospective war expenditures.
yet? Most everybody has. Pants at $5.00 and the stockings at $2X0.
For this, you and congress and the
Not fussy who buys ’em.
Executive departments at Washington
The Sheepskin Coats with fancy collars make the homeliest guy
are responsible. You more than any
look like a millionaire—from $10.00 to $22.50. A good looking Mackinaw
body else, for it Is your money that Is
for good looking boys at $7.00, $3.50. Sheepskin Coats, $7.00, $fiO.OO.
being spent and you can stop it. In its
Boys’ Suits, all colors, all styles, have been high, but all marked
simplest terms the procedure is this:
down to $10.00 or under. Union Suits for boys at $1.00 to $1.50. As for
You earn the money, congress takes It
Stockings, all colors, all kinds, all prices. A dandy pair of heavy Stock
away from you in the form of taxes,
ings for boys 35c, 3 pairs for $1.00. Sweaters that hufl you tighter than
and then congress and the Executive
your best girl can, $1.50, $5.00; all wool—yard wide.
Boys’ Overalls, look like dress suits,75c, $1.00.
departments spend It.
Oh, Gee! but what's the use of talking. We’ve got the goods snd
A great part of it is wasted. This Is
the prices to suit every pocketbook. If you don’t see what you want
established, conceded, confessed, and
just ask for it—probably tucked away somewhere.
acknowledged by congress, which
authorizes the expenditures, and by
the executive officers of the govern
ment, who do the actual spending. It
CENTl
_ MAINE
Is your money that you have earned
NEW SPEAR BLOCK ; x AT TH E BROOK s x ROCKLAND, ME.
POw: r co
In your business, on your farm, or by
the labor of your hands, that Is being
expended and wasted at Washington
Every cent that Is extravagantly or
You know how safe the security is.
Can you not see on every side proofs
needlessly expended by the govern
You
know its record of 60 uninterrupt
ment you could have In your pocket to
enough that Central Maine Power Com
meet the increased cost of food, lodg
ed dividends. You know its tax ex
pany has, by financing in Maine and
ing and clothing, doctors’ bills and
emption. You know that sound invest
: : SATURDAY;: : j
THANKSGIVING DAY
amusements, or to put away and save
by developing Maine Power ahead of
ment
securities
are
advancing
in
price.
against a rainy day, If you only de
AND FRIDAY
DUSTIN FARNUM
the rest, helped Maine industries to You know that 7% Preferred stocks
manded determinedly and unitedly
The Longfellow epic—
that governmental extravagance should
—IN—
prosper and helped to bring other indus with dividend records little, if any,
cease.
“COURTSHIP OF
longer
than
ours
are
selling
at
$
1
10
tries here to prosper also?
I can tell you some of the conditions
“THE PRIMAL LAW ’
of governmental spending and how
MYLES STANDISH”
and $ 112 a share.
your money Is chucked about, and I
How a western rancher fear
A wonderful picture which re
And, seeing these things, will you
can tell you liow you can stop It. The
lessly resisted the efforts of con
calls famous scenes of the Ply
And, knowing all this, will you act
power Is yours, and until you exer
mouth colony, introducing real
not get behind with your financial back
spirators to swindle his little pal.
cise It waste and extravagance will
on sound patriotism by buying Central
Indians.
ing
a
big
Maine-owned
power
com

not stop.
Maine Power Company 7% Preferred
COMING—
Also “DAWNING,” Magazine,
pany that is developing power and ex stock and thus get behind the biggest,
“THE CAVE MAN DENTIST,”
Man Must Have Mustache.
“The Four Horsemen of
“TORCHY A LA CARTE.”
tending lines—by investing in Central most tangible and most concrete move
To be without a mustache is a dis
TWO PERFORMANCES DAILY
grace in many parts of North, or
The Apocalypse”
Maine Power Company 7% Preferred ment to "Build Maine” now offered to
2:15 and 7:30
High, Albania. The Albanian mother
Maine People.
tells her child stories in which, un
Stock?
like our stage melodrama, It always
Is the hairless man who figures as the
villain.—National Geographic Society
Bulletin.

The Dry Goods Economist celebrates
its 75th anniversary with a notable is
sue ot 468 pages, which must be ex
tremely interesting to the trade. But
the most significant feature about it
There appears to be some discrep
is the plain conclusion that business
in the dry goods trade mlist surely be ancy in the New York despatch stat
on the up-grade.
ing that the superdreadnaught Mary
land has gone into the Navy Yard to
Some sentimental tears were shed at
repair engine damages sustained on
the superdreadnaught West Virginia's
the trial, and Secretary Denby’s statelaunching the other day because this
I ment in Washington that any break
magnificent new craft was soon des
down occurred. But nobody under
tined for the scrap heap. But some of takes to deny that the Maryland broke
the European powers do not appear to
be quite in favor of that kind of the world’s speed record for her class
while on the Kockland course.
scrapping.

A Gift That Will Long Be Remembered,
Give a Set of These Rockers For Xmas

an^ UP l°r the pair

Burpee Furniture Co.

* *

* *

BIGGEST

BALL

HOB NOB MASQUERADE BALL

PIPES

PIPES

CHISHOLM

BROS.

JIM’S CORNER

The Merchant

JAMES

DONDIS

How j*hall Maine Men
answer these questioner?

Are You Awake to Maine’s Needs?

Maine’s Possibilities?

,

MAINE INVESTMENTS?

WILLIS AVER

a PARK THEATRE $

Price

$107.50

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.

Yield
6»/2% net

AUGUSTA, MAINE
Any employee can take your order for preferred stock.

empire theatre

: ’. THANKSGIVING DAY : :
BUCK JONES in “STRAIGHT FROM THE SHCJLDER”
A photodrama with holiday pep._________________

: : FRIDAY : :

: :SATURDAY : :

EVA NOVAK

HARRY CAREY

“THE TORRENT”

“HEARTS UP”

One day there were strange
footprints on the sand. Friend,
or foe?

Can you imagine “Cheyenne
Harry” garbed in modern attire?
Here he is.

—IN—

Calk of the town

WITH A VICTORY

BURPEE & LAflB

mihs neieHBORHOok evert*
Not. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 24—Afternoon and evening opening
polo games in Amateur League.
Nov. 24—Annual Dali of Rockland Veteran
Firemen's Association in Havener hall
Nov. 28—Shakespeare Society meets with
the Misses Erskine, Beech street.
Her. 30—Universalist fair
Dec. 5—Monthly meeting of the City Guveminent.
Dec.
Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R , holds
a rummage sale in Universalist vestry.
Dec. 5, 6, 7—“The Four Horsemen of hte
Apocalypse” (a photoplay) at Park Theatre.
Dec. 8—“The Old Peabody Pew” at the
Methodist church.
Dec. 9—Hob-Nob Masquerade Ball, Camden
Opera House.
Dec. 14—Christmas sale and supper at Bap
tist Church, Thomaston.

aston.

Overcoats
Overcoats
Overcoat quality that is better. Styles that are su
perior, and workmanship that is the best in years and
at very much lower prices than at any time since the
war days.

Warren W. Creamer of Waldoboro
has presented to the State, at the re
quest of Gov. Baxter the original
family indenture of the descendants
of Samuel Waldo, dated 1768. It is
now in the State Library, but can be
handled only by obtaining permission.

COATS AND CHESTERFIELDS, STORM COATS

PLAIN OVERCOATS AND BELTED, SPORT
AND ULSTERS

They are all here in great variety. Every coat is finely
tailored and the best value obtained for the money.

Harold B. Burgess of the Rockland
Garugd delivered two hew Studebaker
cars to Belfast purchasers Tuesday.

The schools held one session yester
day, serving as a double convenience
for those who wished to get home and
spend the holiday and for those who
wished to attend the Rockland-Thom
aston football game.
R. V. Stevenson of the School Board
advocates an .athletic board of con
trol, to have charge of athletics in
Rockland High School, to the end that
more satisfactory results may be ob
tained than for some years past. He
suggests that such a board should be
composed of one member of the school
faculty, one member of the school
hoard, and three members selected
from the Alumni. What do others say
on this subject?

The schooner Ida Gibson is in the
•'arbor laden with lumber from Ban
gor, and bound for New York.
Residents of upper Beech street
come down town o' mornings with
chests hove out like millionaires, and
gaxing upon their fellow townsmen
with lordly superciliousness—all be
cause of that new cement walk which
is being laid on the street and which
now lacks only a few squares of com
pletion. This is one of the best kept
streets in Rockland and deserves its
good fortune.
The Amateur Polo League opens at'
the Arcade today, the Snowbirds play
ing the Knox Electrics at 3.30 and the
Polo Bears playing the Texaco Stars
at 8.30. Those who saw the practice
Tuesday night say that some of the
new players will make the "experts"
step lively before the season has far
advanced.

The unusually early appearance of
snowbirds in this section was taken
by J. A. Tolman to mean heavy snow
to the northward. News despatches
and the reports from local hunters
show that this nature observer was
quite correct in his deductions.
The fever is spreading. The Rock
land & Rockport Lime Corporation
Bulletin says: “The revival of polo has
started sporting blood at the quarries,
the result being the formation of a
l>olo team, as follows: John Welch,
manager; Fred' Faulkner, Hist rush:
'Hie Chapman, second rush; Eddie
Spear, center; Charlie Graham, half
back; Johnny Rokes, goal tend. They
are to call themselves "The L. R.
Quarry Gang,” the L. K. standing for
long reach. The mascot (J. K.) of
the team would like all quarrymen to
chip live cents each to provide a fund
for the purchase of sticks, pads and
skates. George Ulmer is treasurer
and ticket agent.”

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING, HOUSE
One of the October medal winners in
Bird Branch of the Sunshine Society
will have a rummage sale in the Meth the Winchester Junior Rifle Corps
odist vestry next Monday, commenc matches was an Owl's Head boy—Al
exander Bain, Just to prove how fast
ing at 1 p. m.
the W. J. R. C. is growing we might
The last big football game of the mention that 92.928 boys and girls are
son in the East? will find the Army now members of the organization.
and Navy pitted against each other Early next year the memberhip should
in their annual engagement on the touch 100,000 mark.
Polo Grounds, New York. The ex
treme interest in this gridiron classic . "The day is cold and disagreeable
s shown by the 200,000 applications j ind the trade seems to have no en
which had been made up to Tuesday thusiasm for Thanksgiving buying.
or the privilege of Occupying the 44,- Movement is fairly good but prices
000 seats. Some local vyagers are be hold the same as last quoted only a
ing laid, and of course George and few of the best Baldwins reach the
outside quotation. The majority of
Bert huve their annual bet.
Baldwins are selling from $5 to $5,50."
This is the tenor of the bulletin issued
Tho regular meeting of Golden Rod by the Kingman & Hearty, Boston
Chapter will be held Friday night. commission merchants, under date of
There will be a circle supper at 6 Nov. 21.
o'clock. There will be a candidate for
he degrees.
Many Knox county friends of
Charles G. Crocker, will learn with re
Bird Branch of the Sunshine Society gret of the death of that well known
which has already done a considerable Tenant’s Harbor citizen, which took
amount of charitable work this fall, place at the home of his son, Albion B.
and which expects to have its busiest Crocker, in Somerville, Mass., Tues
winter in this respect, is to have a day. Funeral services will be held in
tag day Saturday, and the public will Boston Friday. The remains will be
he invited by a corps of irresistible taken to Tenant’s Harbor for inter
young ladies to contribute modest ment and services will be held in the
sums, every cent of which will be Baptist church there Sunday. The
spent for charity. The society will deceased is the father of one of The
serve a supper to the workers Mon Courier-Gazette’s best known con
tributors, “Boze,” and became affec
day evening, at 6 o’clock.
tionately known in these columns as
’ Holders of cumulative preferred "Dad.”
stock of the Eastern Steamship Lines,
Inc., are being notified that at a meet
From all over the world has been
ing of directors it was voted to call
in and retire, in part, the accumu gathered the toys on display at the
lative preferred stock by payment to Burpee Furniture Co. toyland.
the holders thereof, on and after Nov.
22. of $50 per share. After Nov. 22,
GET PLACED FOR
the par value of tlie preferred shares
(accymuiative) whether surrendered
THE WINTER
or not for partial retirement, will be
reduced by the amount of the instal
—AT THE—
ment payment, and cumulative divi
dends at the rate of 7 per cent, per
annum will accrue only on such re
duced par value, to wit, $50 per share.

LINDSEY HOUSE

“Furs are in good demand at sat
isfactory prices," says Glover M. Ti
tus of Union, who has been buying
them for 21 years. Fox. mink, eoon
and skunk pelts are in special demand,
and the prices are from 30 to 40 iier
cent, better than last year.

Anniversary
...SALE...

Local Football Season Ends
To Rockland’s Credit, With
28 to 7 Win Over Thom

The winter dances start in the Odd
Fellows hall tomorrow night.
___
l
I. L. (Danny) Hall of Vinalhaven,
who has been in the employ of the
Texas Co. in Bath, was in the city the
other day. He is planning to locate
In Texas shortly.

You will find several Com
fortable Steam Heated
Rooms
$3.00 to $5.00 Per Week
50c, 75c, $1.00 per day
PUBLIC TELEPHONE
139*141

Under decidedly frozen conditions
Kockland High ended its football sea
son with a blaze of glory by defeating
Thomaston High yesterday to tlie de
cisive figures of 28 to 7.
In spite of the depth of the mercury
a large sprinkling of fans watched
Kockland redeem herself in a "come
back" that closes a hard-fought sea
son in a thoroughly satisfactory man
ner.
The outstanding features of the vic
tory might be said to center about
the aggressiveness of Captain Reed,
the line plunging of Andrews and the
defensive work of O. Record.
In
popular estimation, Sleeper put up
his best game of the year and did
some very clever interceptions of for
ward passes.
Thomaston made remarkable pro
gress with the overhead game during
the third quarter, completing several
very pretty passes.
Rockland High
Thomaston High
O. Record, le .............. re, E. Lindsey
Flanagan, it .......... -............... rt, Strout
Crockett, lg ......... —........... rg, Libby
Aylward, c .......... .......... e, G. Newbert
Massalin, rg .................. lg, E. Sawyer
Baum, rt ............................ it, Williams
Chapin, rt
C. Record, re ................ le, A. Lindsey
Reed, qb ............................. qb. Feehan
qb, Elliott
Sleeper, lhb ............... rhb, 11. Newbert
Mealey, lhb
Lord, rhb .................... lhb, L. Sawyer
Ludwig, rhb
Andrews, fb .................... fb, Thornton
Score, Rockland High 28; Thomaston
High 7. Touchdowns, Ileed 2. Andrews.
Sleeper, L. Sawyer. Goals from touch
downs, Flanagan 4, L. Sawyer. Referee
and umpire, Victor Hall. Head lines
man, Wotton of Bowdoin. Time. 10minute periods. Timers, Fred Black
and Robert Bean.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO SECURE SEASONABLE MER
CHANDISE IN THE “HEART OF THE SEASON”

SALE STARTS FRIDAY MORNING AT 8 A. M.

In these days when roller polo is
such a popular topic of conversation
in almost every store and office along
the street the thoughts of the older
fans turn back 30 or more years to the
time when the H. M. B. polo team
was the sensation of New England.
A picture of this team, which has
been hanging for some days in the
window of the Thomas Sporting Goods
store, shows in their prime six of the
smartest men who over wielded a i>olo
stick—H. M. Brown, (for whom the
team was named), Bverctt Chapman,
Walter Barron, P. McAuliffe, John E.
Hartnett and E. W. McIntyre. This
team vanquished all of their profes
sional clubs in the East, and all of
the members are still living except
E. W. McIntyre. In the same win
dow are also shown pictures of the
Centrals and Majors, two roller polo
teams, which gave some splendid sport
in 1904.

SPECIALLY
GOOD BARGAINS
l-

(Best Quality Beef).

/4Q

Work Shirts,

Negligee Shirts,

.89

Woolen Hose,

Contoocook Hose,

SALT MACKEREL
HALIBUT FINS

SALMON TROUT

CODFISH

CANDY
The best Kiss made

PEANUT BRITTLE, 19c lb. Fresh every day

Guaranteed to pop
z

NEW FLORIDA GRAPE FRUIT, 3 for 25c

CALIFORNIA ORANGES, 29c.
NEW FLORIDA ORANGES, 60c dozen

Men’s Dickey
Pants,

Q /f Q

Men’s Overcoats $35.00

*7 Q
•• D

Men’s Blue
Serge Pants,

> Ik

14.98

22.50

value
1 Q

Q

Men s Overcoats, plaited
back $40 val.

24.98

OPP. BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

BORN
Young—Southboro, Mass., Nov. 19, to Mr. (
and Sirs. Harry W. Young, a son—Henry '
U!il Young.
Rhodes—Liberty, Nov 18, to Mr. and Mrs j
Elden Rhodes a daughter
Manhart—Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 13, to Drs.
G King and Katherine Manhart, formerly of
Camden, a son.

DIED
Long—Staten Island. Sept. 20, Capt. George
VV. Long, formerly of Tenant’s Harbor, aged
80 years.
Wing—China, Nov. 14, John E. Wing, aged
68 years.
Smith—Vinalhaven, Nov. 20, Mrs. Lorinda,
widow of Franklin Smith, aged 77 years
Conlon—Rockland, Nov. 22, Jane, widow of
John Conlon aged 89 years, 6 mouths, 26
days
Burial in Thomaston.
Crocker—Somerville. Mass., Nov 22, Charles
G. Crocker, of Tenant’s Harbor, aged 86 years,
8 months, 3 days. Funeral services at Ten
ant's Harbor Biiptist (’htfrcli, Sunday.

The reports of the Rockland hunt
ing party’s experiences at Chesuncook,
hieh have been set forth at some
length in these coluiffns, are interest
ingly supplemented by the many snap
shots which Mrs. Bert Witham made
while the expedition was in the big
woods. The hunters had remarka
ble success with their shooting but
Mrs. Witham. with her trusty camera,
appears to have made a bull's-eye ev
ery time. The snow scenes are par
ticularly good.

i
; -s.3
t i
i $
i i

CARO OF THANKS

NOTICE

Rockland, Maine, November 19, 1921.
We wish to deny emphatically the rumor In
circulation about the County that Isidor Gor
don was at the cottage at Crescent Beach, re
cently sold by T R. Sweetland to him, Satur
day night, November Li, 1921, and wo further
state that said Gordon had no knowledge of
the affair whatever and that any rumors cir
culated connecting him with this matter ure
false and malicious.
T R. SWEETLAND,
R H GILCHREST
Subscribed and sworn to by the above named
parties the day and year first above written.
Before me,
GILFORI) B BUTLER,
Justice of the Peaec.
138-139

DANCE
ODD FELLOWS HALL

BURPEE’S TOYLAND
BRING IN THE CHILDREN TO SEE THIS MOST
WONDERFUL DISPLAY OF PLAYTHINGS
We extend to all an invitation to visit our Toy Depart
ment that has just been opened on the second floor.
Without question this is the greatest assortment of do
mestic and imported toys that has over been shown in
Maine.
Gifts for the kiddies can be selected now and delivered
at Christmas time.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Rockland

FRIDAY, NOV. 25
Box Social and Dance

TUESDAY, NOV. 29

DANCE
HAVENER’S HALL

EVERY

SATURDAY NIGHT
MARSTON’S

THANKSGIVING DINNER
Roast Turkey .............................................................
Roast Goose . ,
Roast Chicken
Roast Pork . . ,
Including all the fixings

H.Thl37-tf

Soups

MEATS, FISH AND

Mrs. Caro E. Turner, who was in
jured by being thrown from a wagon
In making a consistent effort to
Oct. 31, is gaining.
please folks we have* found the
Schools in town opened Monday, I
secret of a successful mar
Nov. 14, for (i>e winter term.
ket’s sound foundation.
H. C. Brown made a business trip
to Augusta recently.
HE prime condition of
Fred und Lewis Turner shot a fine
our choice meats and
large doe Saturday in the vicinity of .
Fox Pond, which dressed 150 pounds. 1
fish pleases and our fair
The death of John E. Wing occurred
at his home in China, Monday, Nov. [ treatment of our patrons ex
14, at the age of 68 years. He is sur ercises a pleasing reaction
vived.by his wife, Mrs. Annie Wing;
a son Leroy Wing of Augusta; a| on the credit side of our
daughter, and several step-children business.
and grandchildren. Funeral services
were held at his late home Thursday,
conducted by Rev. Mr. Multi of China
and Fred E. Moody o£ Windsor was
248 MAIN STREET. TEL. 475.
in charge. Interment was made In
1,37-140
Deer Hill cemetery. Mr. Wing was
a kind-hearted, generous man and will
bo greatly missed. Heartfelt sympa
thy is extended the bereaved family.

Read Our Advertisements
^-Aod Profit by Them

S

I wish to thank the kiud friends of Mon
hegan for the beautiful bouquet of chrysan
themums received a few days ago. also for
gifts of books, fruit and flowers from both
Monhegan und Matinlcus friends during my
Illness.
MISS ALMA F DYER
♦
Monhegan, Mo.

KNIGHT BROS.

POP CORN BRITTLE, 29c lb. Fresh every day

BEST POP CORN, 5 lbs. 25c.

.27

T

BONELESS COD

SOCIAL WHIRLS, 30c lb.

.29

Men’s Overcoats, Belted,
Muff Pockets

GROCERIES

TONGUES AND SOUNDS

HERRING

15.49

4fl

SOMERVILLE

FRESH CAUGHT MACKEREL, 25c lb. About the last this season

Men’s Suits
neat mixtures

OQ
•OU

Men’s Corduroy Pants,
$4.50 value,
2

360 MAIN STREET.

| Tomorrow Is "Guest Day” with the
‘Rubinstein Club and the miscellaneous
t program will be in charge of Mrs.
Ada J. Blackington.

FRESH STOCK FOR SATURDAY

.89

Boys’ Fleece Lined
Union Suits

GUARANTEE CLOTHING & SHOE CO.

William Koster is hofne from Boston
University until next Saturday, modieatly having his new honors as a let
ter man on the varsity football team.
He played in B. U.’s entire schedule
except the Tufts game, and proved his
mettle in two p^itiions—left tackle
and right guard. He had the dis; tinction of facing some of the best
football teams in tho county including
■ Harvard.

BONED SIRLOIN ROASTS AND STEAKS, 39c
BONED PORTERHOUSE ROASTS AND STEAKS, 43c

Heavy Woolen
Hose,

RUBBERS, SHOES, MACKINAWS, OVERALLS, HATS AND CAPS FOR
MEN AND BOYS.
ANYTHING NOT SATISFACTORY MAY
BE EXCHANGED.

Hon. A. R. Day, who has been nom
inated for mayor of Bangor by the
Republicans, taught High School in
Vinalhaven in the latter 80’s. "He will
win, hands down.” said a Bangor trav
eling man last night, and the travel
ing man is a Democrat, too. The elec
tion is held the first Monday in De
cember.
While Rockland was perspiring with
summer heat the other day the de
spatches told of a place in Montana
where it was 20 degrees below zero.
Fontana seemed a far cry, and the
Weather Bureau’s promise of a cold
wave was lightly regarded. But the
old wave arrived yesterday, as per
promise.

Men’s fleeced
Shirts and Drawers

Hanes’ Ribbed
Underwear,

Franz M. Simmons is attending the
“Old Glory" horse sale in New York,
and rumor has it that he will bring
back a high class trotter for some
turf enthusiast unnamed.
Another
well known Maine horseman at the
sale is Warren Malcolm of Augusta,
the owner of Just Sunshine.—R. L.
Bean of Camden has sold a Guy Axworthy colt, out of Lady Tilley, to
Charlie Valentine of Indiana. The
colt ought to be a speedy one. if it
takes after its parents, whose records
are 2.08% and 2.17%, respectively.

Seasonable Eats
••• at
Reasonable Prices

I

Page Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 24, (921.

Every-Othei-Day

You Can Talk to Practically
All the People in the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER

Lobster Chowder
Chicken Stew

Side Dishes
Mashed Potatoes
Mashed Squash
Mashed Turnip
Boiled Onions
Apple Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

Hot Mince Pie
Pumpkin Pie
Apple Pie
Bread Pudding
Indian Pudding
Coffee

Tea

Milk

LOOK FOR THE BIG ”T”

TRAINER’S LUNCH

$1.25
1.25
1.00
.90

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, November 24, 1921

Page Four
ABOUT MOTOR CARS

Paying His Debt

Items Which Will Interest Any
Person Who Ever Sniffed
Gasolene.

Xfi j»«r dealer abcut ibi

$5,000.00

By CECILLE LANGDON

Perfection Heater Con tut

No European-made automobllo is
Bold for less than $1,500.
• • • •
Seventy-three per cent, of the farms
In Nebraska have automobiles.
• * • •
While traffic keeps to the left In
England, pedestrians on sidewalks go
to the right..
• • • •
Because of the high cost of automo
biles In France, the motor public is
now turning to cycle cars.
* • • •
Applications for 1922 automobile
tags in Pennsylvania are being listed
at the rate of 1,000 a day.
• • • •
Since the automobile was first In
troduced in America, some 13,000,000
cars have been made and sold.
• • • *
Dayton, O., holds a unique record of
having recovered more automobiles
than were stolen in that city last
year.

1320,

Western Newspaper Union.)

EVeryJOthenBiy

Daddy’s
Evening
Fairy Tale
Oy

All Popular Sheet
Music 25c
Specials, 1 5c
STUDLEY’S
MUSIC DEPT.

/AARY GRAHAM BONNER.
-COTlUGMT |t VMT»N NIVSPaKE U

Headquarters for
Ezra Woods scowled darkly as young
Brunswick Phonograph*
Alton Vorhees came up the path lead
I
GOOD-WINTER.
and Records
ing to the old-fashioned farmhouse.
125-tf
He was a handsome, well-bred young
"As you know,” commenced Daddy,
fellow, and, under the circumstances, “when the little creatures who go to |
most persona, remembering his recent
sleep for the winter are about to begin
affliction in the loss of a father and their long, long rest they wish each
a fortune, would have shown some sen other a good-winter Just as we would
timent of pity and sympathy.
say a good-night to each other.
“Re kind and considerate to him,
"For we say good-night as we only
father," spoke Eulalie Woods in a low, sleep for a night at a tlmo, whereas
H. V. TWEED1E, M. D.
hut urgent tone. “He is not to blame those who sleep for a whole winter
Diseases of the Eye;
for your loss.”
think it is only correct to say goodRefractions, Etc.
“The son should share the burden,” winter.
407 MAIN STREET
retorted Woods storinily. “With my
"And the little people of Fairyland
Hears: I to 12 A. M.; I te
limited means and income, two thou and Brownieland and Elfiand and
Neeldeeee, 21 Fultoe Street TeL Mi-2.
sand dollars means something, I can Gnouioland do the same.
0*8 ee Ttlephoea 4SS-W.
tell you.” '
"They always wish their animal ,
HEN winter storms come, a
and its use enables you to keep
The quiet, dignified manner of the friends who're going to sleep for the
DR. F. S. POWERS
visitor, however, disarmed, or at least winter a good-winter!
touch of extra heat is often
a slower fire in the main heating
Dentist
"So Billie Brownie went off to pay
subdued the irritation and resentment
ORTHODONTIA (BtriliMeehn teetk)
needed. On the side where the
plant. In many instances the
a few calls upon those of his friends GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLCSA
that Ezra Woods experienced.
•»••
292 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
wind blows it’s nearly always
Perfection will soon pay for itself
“I have come to tell you, Mr. who were going to sleep for tlie win
Seear Blotk............... Foot of Port Street
In England, a motor tourists' serv
OMoo Heora: 9 to 12: I to &.
TEL. 74S-IS.
Woods," he said, that I have volun ter.
drafty
and
chilly.
This
winter
—
by the coal it saves.
ice Is operated between London and
“He knew that Peter Gnome had
tarily assumed the final payment of
Paris, by the way of Calais and Bou
wherever the wind searches—put
the money my father owes you. As to gone to see some of his friends and
B. H. KELLER, M. D
logne.
Millions of homes use Perfection
your claim 1 shall consider It the more Billie Brownie felt It was high time
a Perfection Oil Heater in its path.
•,»•
for
him
to
be
about
hts
calling.
76 MAIN 8TREET, THOMASTON
binding for me to pay. I have sold
Oil Heaters. Ask your dealer
The number of motor vehicles for
It will keep the whole room up
"First he saw Mother Grizzly.
my few personal belongings and have
which licenses were in force in Great
Ofloo
Heora—Until 9 a. ei.; I to S; 7 to S *. a.
to show you one.
“ ‘Woof-woof,’ said old Mother Griz
to “comfort-point” temperature.
acquired five hundred dollars. I will
Britain on August 31, was approxi
Teleekese 141-S
zly.
‘
I
’
m
off
to
my
nice
den
soon.
pay thi4 on account, or I will use it
mately 870,782.
• • • *
"
‘
We
had
a
cold,
cold
snap
last
The cost of this extra heat is small,
For best results use Socony kerosene.
as capital to earn the full amount."
Prices of French automobiles range
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
“What? do you mean by that?" in night. My little ones will come with
from 9,000 to 42,000 francs. Three
quired Woods in a puzzled but curious me.
Osteopathic Physician
wheeled cycle cars, with two seats as
“ ‘Mother Black Bear lets her chil
way.
low as 5,500 francs.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
“Give me charge of running a part dren go their own way when they nre M SCHOOL STREET
••»•
Heora 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
of your farm for a year, let me in only six or seven months old but I
Evesini, by Appolntiaest
Two hundred and ninety-eight au
troduce some modern methods I have keep my little ones with me until
Telephone 328.
I-tf
tomobiles of an insured value of al
they're well over a year old and can
figured
out
and
1
can
absolutely
prom

most half a million dollars, were stolen
ise the speedy extinguishment of the safely look out for themselves.
in New York City during September.
“ ‘Of course Mother Black Bear’s Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
last vestige of the debt. Had my fa
* • * *
ways
may be ail right. She has prob
Osteopathic Physiciaus
ther prospered he would have pur
The New York City fire department
ably found that they were all right
chased
those
wooded
acres
of
yours
90 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAWS
is to be fully motorized before the end
on the river. He found the soil of a
HOURS: t:00 A. N. TO 4:M ft M.
of this year. The last horse will be
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
peculiar quality and remarkably adapt
retired to the farm on January 1.
TELEPHONE JOS
l-tf
....
ed to an experiment he had cherished
for years—the development of a Bra
In England, the Prince of Wales has
DAVIS & STURM
adopted the prevailing fashion of hav
zilian root which gives a product that
ing a “mascot” on his automobile. It
can be transformed Into the purest
26 Broadway
Chiropractors
is an aluminum airplane in full flight
sugar known to chemistry. The lim
Palmer School Graduates
perched on the cap of the radiator.
ited supply of this superfine sac
400 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND, MAINS
• s • •
charine product now brings over five
Hours: 2 to 5 P. M Dally;
At the automobile exposition recent
dollars a pound in experimental labora
6.30 to 7.30 Monday, Wednesday end Satorday
ly held in Berlin, Germany, 18,000,000,
tories.
I have the details of these
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
1M-W
000 marks (normally $4,280,000,000)
GREAT DUCK ISLAND plans. I am thoroughly convinced that
EAST WASHINGTON
worth of automobiles were sold. More
it can be made a positive success.”
DR. C D. NORTH
than 300,000 persons attended the
Several flocks of wild geese flew over
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Finley of Pa
There was an elemeut of the specu
show.
YOU 5 WRONG WEN YOU
the
Island
Sunday.
lermo
were
Sunday
visitors
at
the
Physician and X Ray Operator
lator in Ezra Woods, and the longer
• • • «
One day last week Keeper Frank lie talked with Alton Vorhees the more
home of her parents, Mr and Mrs.
TRIES T’ DRIVE FOLKS
OFFICE. Ik Beeek Street. ROCKLAHN
Ninety-four different makes of cars
Faulkingham, son Riley and Mrs. M.
Charles E. Overlock.
OFFICt NOURS: Uetn lie.
was lie inclined to go into the scheme
are listed for display at the coming
way FUN\
Yo’ RIVAL-IVilford Comeau, who has been D. Gott went to McKinley in the sta
i:SS to 2:00 eeS 7MC to 1:00 k- ■national automobile show during the
proposed.
All
the
time
Eulalie
sat
in
boarding in town for a few weeks dur tion boat. All was well going in but,
EF You WANTS A OLE
TELEPHONE 712
M-42
week of Jan. 7 in New York City. The
ing the absence of her parents, has re coming back the engine refused to the next room busy at some embroid
COW T’ EAT UP A STRAW
"I Keep My Little Ones.”
list is a new high record for exhibition.
ery
work,
hut
she
could
overhear
all
turned to his home in Liberty.
work and a sail was set which brought
* * • «
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
STACK, JES' RUN 'ER WAY
W. M. Staples of Washington was the little craft nearly home It was that was said and was deeply inter for her and for her little ones, but
During the 1921 season Yosemite Na
ested.
a
business
caller
in
this
place
last
difficult
to
tell
which
color
Frank
was
OMee: VINAL BLOCK, THOMAOTON
they would never be my ways—never,
FUM IT A TIME ER Two!
tional park. California’s great play
when he landed, and more difficult
Sunday.
"That old cabin on the river shore never.
OSes Heora: I to 3 eed 7 to * P. M.
ground, was visited by 18,405 auto
/Roy Light visited his mother. Mrs. o tell just how he felt.
is just the home for me until I prove
RosiSeoee oetll 3 A. M. aad kp AppetaUMM
“
‘
Woof,
woof,
never,
never
!
Yes,
mobiles, carrying 63.153 passengers
Blanche Rokes at North Burkettville
Mrs. M. D. Gott has the Sunday up." spoke Vorhees. “If you can spare
TELEPHONES: RetiOeeeo, 4I-4| OOte. l«M
This record takes first place among
last Sunday,
school under way, and the little tots a few articles of furniture and an old I’ll keep my little ones with nte.’
SS-if
“
‘
Well.
’
said
Billie
Brownie,
‘
I
wish
national parks for motor tourists.
Mr. and Mrs. I.. L. Morton visited enjoy the course of Bible study being stove. I can fix it up superbly and
• • • •
you a good-winter.
Ur. and Mrs. Odell Bowers last Sun taught them. Mrs. Faulkingham fur
lead an Ideal bachelor existence."
DR. J. G HILL
’“If you were only going to have1
The latest type of French automo
day.
nishes music.
The
young
man
was
dead
in
earnest
Howard Leigher visited his granda night’s rest of course I'd only wish Residence and Office, 2S# Main Street
biles, recently exhibited at the auto
We all received a pleasant surprise
larents, Mr. and Mrs. John Suke- one night last week when we were in In all he said and pleased Woods and you a good-night and pleasant dreams. I
mobile salon at the Grand Palais in
Rockland, Me.
Paris, are equipped with front-wheel
forth. over the weekend.
vited to the horn’e of Mrs. Ella Dorr evoked his profound admiration by the
“ ‘But as you sleep for the winter Office Hours:
Rose Cunningham of Liberty was to lunch. The table was daintily ar way he entered into his new employ I wish you a good-winter and pleasant 10 to 11 A. M.| 1 to 2 P. M.|« to 6 P. M.
brakes. The majority of important
lere Saturday with his gasoline en ranged with several kinds of goodies ment. Woods allowed him to Invest winter dreams.’
makes have brakes on all four wheels
ItS-tf
....
gine sawing wood for W. W. Light.
which were heartily enjoyed. Later the five hundred dollars. Two com
“ ‘Woof, woof, thank you,' said
' W. W. Light was a recent visitor the ladies and children gathered in mon workers were hired and in a week
A a result of a survey made bj’ the
Mother Grizzly.
EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
at Liberty village.
the parlor for a chat while the men the proposition was well on its way to
bureau of public roads. U. S. depart
“And Billie Brownie left Mother
folks enjoyed their smokes.
ment of agriculture, on the most trav
a development of the incipient stages Grizzly to tuck her children Into their
LIBERTY
‘ M. D. Gott boasts of being the chief of plowing, planting and cultivation.
eled roads in the country, the hour
I
DENTIST
nice beds right by her in the old fam
owner of animals on the station, hav
when there is least traffic is between
Every morning for a week after ily den.
ing
one
dog,
two
puppies,
and
a
cat.
2 and 3 o’clock in the morning. Tues
John Overlock, who has been work- ■
L
Vorhees had left the cabin Eulalie with
“He was very fond of Mother Griz
day is the day in the week when traffic
ing in China and made 2700 apple bar- I His wardrobe will soon {grow’ thin as the house servant visited the place
407
Main St., Rockland, Me.
zly.
one puppy has already chewed the
reaches the lowest ebb.
rels, has arrived home.
,and devoted an hour or two toward
“Then he went to call on the Ground
Mrs. E. Leigher and daughter visit- 1 foot out of two socks.
She supplied Squirrels.
Keeper Howe was laid up with a putting it in order.
DR. T. E. TIBBETTS
Copyright.
by McC1u’« Newspaper Syndicate.
In Germany, one of the latest mod
cd friends in Liberty Sunday.
cheap,
hut
neat
scrim
curtains,
adapteil
cold
and
headache
the
first
of
the
week
“‘Hello, little Ground Squirrels,' he
Allen Ripley was in town Sunday,
els of passenger automobiles has the
Dentist
but is back at work.
an old rug to tlie so-called sitting room said, as he saw them after he had trav
combining business with pleasure.
appearance of a submarine. The
RAZORVILLE
The
teacher,
Mrs.
Sargent,
is
ex

and
added
a
rocker
and
other
comforts
Coreer
Mala
awe Winter I
eled a little distance in his Brownie
Joel Overlook has moved into the
steering gear is placed in the front
and conveniences that cheered Vor motorcar.
Jiut the engine and all connecting
house at the corner, owned by Alton pected soon.
hees greatly and caused him to take
parts are in the rear. The new type, | Missionary and Mrs. W. E. Over Overlook.
“‘Are you on your way to bed?’
JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTOKJK
it is said, assures more effective cool lock and Mrs. Etta Ingalls of this I Mr. Bartlett is working for A. F.
a friendly interest in the thoughtful,
“ ‘We are Indeed,’ they said. ‘Our
COMPLETE ORUG ANO SUNDRY
ing and reduces dust and gas diffi place attended the revival meetings at Light.
practical daughter of his employer.
parents went to bed at the end of
LINE. 8PECIAL ATTENTION TO
West Washington Sunday conducted
culties.
E. Leigher was at Stickney’s Cor
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
“Say,” observed Woods one day, the summer hut we were allowed to
VELOPING, PRINTING ANO EN
....
>y Evangelist Wales from Bangor. ner Monday.
glancing
about
the
renovated
cabin.
stay
up
longer.
LARGING
can often be ' nipped in
Mrs. Herbert Prescott was in town
The production of automobiles in These meetings have been running for
"Eulalie lias just about made a little
“
‘
It
Is
such
fun
to
be
allowed
to
the bud” without dosing
1922, it is said, will be more conserv three weeks and have been full of in Monday.
of the old shack.”
stay up a little longer once In a great 370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
School has closed after a most sucby rubbing Vicks over palace
W. A. JOHNSTON. REB. PMC.
ative. The production records may terest. The weather has been rather
“
I
certainly
appreciate
her
kindly
ef

while. Good-winter, Billie Brownie.’
not be more than 50 per cent, of the against them, it being stormy and
throat and chest and forts to make me something more than
'1
“
For
they
said
good-winter
to
Billie
record reached in 1920, when more ough weather a greater part of the lock.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
applying a little up the comfortable,”
responded
Vorhees Brownie, too. ns they would not see
S. T. Overlook began to make axe
than 2,000,000 cars were made by time, but for all this there has been a
B. SIL8BY, Burgoon
nostrils.
him
during
the
winter,
although
he
warmly.
good
attendance,
and
a
deep
religious
handles
as
he
does
every
winter.
Dur

American manufacturers, of which
■ ■ esc .
interest
has
prevailed
with
many
con

Time
passed
on.
Every
day
Eulalie
would
not
be
asleep.
ing
the
last
two
years
he
has
made
1.883,000 were passenger- cars, the re
X-IAT Operator
versions.
of
men
and
women,
many
of
21
dozen
each
winter.
“
They
would
he
the
ones
asleep!
,
and
Alton
saw
something
of
one
an

mainder being trucks.
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLARM
hem past middle age. Mr. Wales
"And before Billie Brownie was,
other and she gradually became a
* • * *
TELEPHONK 12*
WHEN IN BOSTON— E»«ry imue at Thf
vis surely done a great work there
v»v
looked-for and cherished element In through with his calls he remembered j
The Society of Automobile Engi
I, on Hie by the Old Soutt
and is a preacher of the old fashioned Crurler-Gazeite
he had promised to he back in Brownieneers is trying to reduce the number gospel, holding the attention of his Sena Co.. Washington St oppnelle toot of
apo ub his life. She was of a retiring dispo land
School
Call around and get a copy of thi
early, for there was going to lie
of standardized names which may be
sition, Inclined to shyness in meeting
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Oner
Z
7
Million
Jan
Uted
Yearly
oaoar
with
tba
hone
new,
22-tf
hearers and making a large place for
ven to an automobile body. The
a moonlight supper party given by his
Vorhees,
but
outspoken
and
enthusi

himself in the affections of the people,
body types recommended are: Road- ard all were sorry to have him leave.
Dealer in Pianos
astic In discussing the prospects of his brother, Bennie, and he certainly
stef, touring car, sedan, berlin, coupe, Several have come from a long dis
couldn’t miss that.
success witii her father.
Fine Tuning
couplet, limousine-bougham, laudau- tance to hear him and when once they
“He had snld good-winter to a num
“It figures out all right.” declared
let, cabriolet and town car.
had heard him they were anxious to
Mr. Woods at the end of the season. ber of his friends and he would sav ' 75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M
come again.
"The plants have thriven, the refinery good-winter to the rest of them before '
Mr. and Mrs. Oleson of Bayone, N.
we have sent the plants to report ex they started in on their long sleep!”
EAST APPLETON
.1., have been visiting her mother's
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
cellent results, and tills year's crop
aunt. Mrs. Aldane Lessner of this
alone will more than pay me back the
Mental Arithmetic.
Attorney at Law
Joseph Gushee has his new house place. Mrs. Oloson is the daughter
two thousand dollars.”
“Now, then, Johnny,” said his leach-!
of Gilbert Jones who lived in this
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
up and shingled.
“And then, what is Mr. Vorhees go er, “if, your father gave you seven
lace when a young man and is a
4SI MAIN STREET : : ROOKLANO. SIS.
Alvah Ames was home from Union
ing to do?" inquired Eulalie. and with cents and your mother gave you six
O«w. M«. Hossa MVW. If.tf
Sunday. He attended the Chautau nephew of Mrs. Lessner.
a
secret
interest
her
father
could
not
William Staples is having his house,
and your uncle four more, what would
qua.
he!p"hut discern.
you have?”
Trappers and hunters are very much on the Young place, shingled. Lin
L. R. CAMPBELL
"Well, daughter.” replied the old
wood P. Jones lives there and is doing
Johnny wrinkled up his forehead
in evidence these days.
the
work.
man.
“
I
had
quite
a
talk
with
him
Kalle Salo has a Ford.
and went Into the silence for the space
Attorney at Law
Mrs. Miranda Bruce who lives with
today. I have offered to take him In of several minutes.
Inez Ames who has been ill is re
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Sanford
Jones,
is
to a partnership and he lias agreed.
covering. Sherman is rapidly gaining
SHClal Attoitloa to Prebtto Mtttoft
“Come, come," said the teacher Im-1
in a feeble condition. Mrs. Bruce
from his serious operation.
He is going to give np the cabin to patiently. “Surely you can solve n VS MAIN STREET ;
• ROCK LAMB. MR.
The box social at Gurney school Fri only lacks a few years of being one
his workmen and become our guest simple little problem like that.”
day evening was a decided success. hundred years old and has been a very
at tlie house. Will that suit you?"
“It ain’t a simple problem at. all,”
Home made candies and pop corn remarkable woman.
EDWARD K. GOULD
Eulalie bowed assentlngly, Hushing replied the boy. “I can’t make up my j
were sold. A cake was awarded to
slightly.
Tlie bonds of interest be mind whether I’d have an Ice cream
the one who guessed correctly, which
Attorney at Law
tween girl and man were becoming soda or go to the movies."
EAST FRIENDSHIP
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the sales, including readings by Mrs.
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G. E. Lewis is home from New
to
Mr.
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and
said
seriously:
Edith Gurney, which are always en York for a few weeks’ vacation with
attracted by the more tempting appearance of distant fields.
Blessings on the girl who does her
"I am learning to love Eulalie more
joyable. Miss Ava Gushee, the teach his family.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
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Insurance
be glad to know that she is much bet
Edward Ames and Joseph Moody ter.
“She probably knows It already,” share of home duties as If they were
always leaving them untasted for the new fields inviting her on.
a
pleasure.
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arc
some
girls
who
BSMHMr to A. J. Eraklce * Oe.
went deer hunting Saturday.
replied the shrewd old man. “Alton
William Orne was home from Port
Mrs. Olive Kinsmens and daugh Clyde and spent the weekend with his
Vorhees. you have nobly redeemed do ali that one could ask of them, but ,iv main wrarrv • • . ancKLAN*. er
Crowing hunger only spurred her on until finally, exhausted by
ter, Mrs. Amy Hill have gone to Mass family.
your pledge to pay up that old claim. do It with the mien of martyrs, un
it, she fell to the sands of a desert whence she never again arose.
achusetts for the winter.
smiling. solemn, almost sad.
The
Charles N. Lewis and family mo
You are a inan. every inch of you.
The Red Cross met at Mrs. William tored to Rockland Friday.
happy workers are workers who are
There
is
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for
the
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sort
Currier's on Armistice Day to make
People who shun the stores at home because of the allurements
worth while.—Girls’ Companion.
Wedding bells will soon be ringing.
of a son-in-law—so welcome.”
plans for the year's activities. The
Mrs. Chesley P. Delano arrived home
of those in larger towns often find themselves getting less than
new members are being added, and Wednesday from New York, where she
they expected. Get in the habit of seeing your local dealer first.
much interest is manifested. It is has spent the last month. She was
The Unexpected.
3 Auto Trucks for moving
surely a splendid way to invest your accompanied by Mr. Delano. She
If he hasn't what you want, he will gladly get it. You'll be
HIS PAPER Reaches the “John,” said the man's wife, frank
dollar. We are proud of last year’s says that Fuller-Cobb-Davis of Rock
and
long distance hauling of
helping him to serve you better by helping him to make it pay.
records, especially of the Christmas land is right up to date in styles as
PEOPLE OF PUR ly, “it Is time for us to have an under
standing about money matters. Now
all
kinds.
boxes sent out.
she purchased a garment at that store
CHASING POWER Id about my gowns and hats. I have en
Mrs. Robie Robbins visited her pa and when she arrived in New’ York
This Neighborhood More Effec tirely too much to wear; I can't pos We move you anywhere in
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kenney found her garment to be the very
New England.
You save
Saturday.
latest.
tively Than Any Other Medium, sibly wear them all. und----- ”
Carleton and Floyd Gushee are vis
But with a mad shriek he had
Crating,
Time
and
Money.
and No One Who Desires to Gaia plunged headlong out the sixth-story
iting their cousin, Richard Ames.
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Mrs. Allison Ames of Camden is carries the home news of Knox county
Their Attention Can Afford to window to the street. It was that Tel. 219. Union St., ROCKLAND
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QUARRY AND KILN

FATHER FOUND TWO-YEAROdds and Ends Selected From
OLD BOY VERY SICK
Editor Clark's Breezy Bul
FIVE KILNS—Loading lighter Ra
dium for barge 708 began Monday.—
Wm. Staples returned to work last
week Tuesday and has joined the job
bing crew—James Dow resumed work
Sunday after an absence of sevveral

A hardy woodsman and enthusiastic, “My son is grown up now and has a
fisherman of Maine, has a very Inter- ; family of six children, and he has prac..
I tically raised his family on Dr. Trues
esting record to report. He writes: | EUxir The chlWren go out and get
"^s a boy, thirty-seven years ago, I i hold of something not good for them.
' Vegan to take Dr. True’s Elixir, the It's hard to watch all the children, and
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, I so when they eat something they
shouldn’t and get sick. Dr. True’s Elixir
Once after six months hauling logs out js gjven an<j
family is put in good
of the woods and found my two-year shape again.
old boy very sick. He was thin, had no , “I have read in the papers you have
appetite, had swollen lips, pains in ' to take a half a dozen bottles of some
stomach, was suffering from con- : remedies, but you don’t have to do this
stlpation for months.
with Dr True's Elixir. Simply a few
“I had not been in the house an hour doses and then quick relief. The three
hen an elderly lady—a good neighbor generations of my family have been
—came in and told my wife to get a kept healthy by using it.”
bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir, saying she
Symptoms of worms: constipation,
had seen numbers of similar cases offensive breath, swollen upper lip,
which it had relieved.
deranged stomach, occasional pains in
“My boy was given a half dozen the bowels, pale face, eyes heavy and
doses of Dr. True's Elixir, when he dull, short dry cough, grinding of the
passed a lot of worms and right away teeth, red points on the tongue, start
began to show improvement; he be ing during sleep, slow fever.
gan soon to eat with a relish, play
Nearly every child and grown-up
around and look healthy. He did not needs a laxative sometime. The fond
have to take a full bottle, and in later parents safeguard the health of their
years, whenever he got off his feed, a children, as well as their own, by keep
few doses would straighten him out ing their bowels in condition. In Dr.
True's Elixir only pure herbs are used.
quick.
“When I get constipated, a couple No harmful drugs. Keep the bowels
of teaspoons of Dr. True’s Elixir, the regular by using Dr. True’s Elixir,
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, the Family Laxative and Worm Ex
peller. Get the Family size.
fix me O. K.

days on account of sickness.1—Barge
Ampere took 3400 barrels selected from
here. The loading was accomplished
In 7 >4 hours. Good work, Bob.—Four
small kilns with 3993H barrels for the
week looks good on the books to all
concerned. Old No. 5 with 1066 H bar
rels heads the list. No. 2 being a close
second with 1061 barrels.
MILLS—Both mills are now in op
eration.—A special order for 220 bar
rels hydrate is being run. Gas kilns
product is being used.—The newly
completed steam pipe connection be
tween mill and gas kilns looks slick
with its new black paint and neat cov
ering.
GA8 KILNS—Parts of the new heat
ing equipment arrived Friday.—A. W.
McLellan (Red) has been added to the
jobbing crew.—Mr. Bradley, gas pro
ducer man from the Morgan works,
has been here the past week.—Alvah
Smith began his two weeks’ vacation
Monday. Geo. Wallace Is substitut
ing for him.
POINT—Half a carload of liners ar
rived last week.—An order for 250 fish
drums was run through the cooper
shop during the week.—Joseph Pisano
has returned from his vacation and is
jobbing while his kiln is out.—The
masons have finished on No. 3 kiln
and are now at work on No. 5. Iron
work on No. 3 is being done by 8.
Brault from Snow’s.—The pulp wood
which has been on the wharf for a
long time is being loaded on cars for
shipment. This wood was from the
wrecked schooner Lucy May which
was towed into port last spring.—The
old cooper shop on the Whitney wharf
has been taken down. This building
was Originally built by Stephen Pres
cott and used by him in his coal and
wood business, and later by Charles
Crockett and the Lime Co. as a cooper
shop.
L. R R. R.—William Reed returned
to work Monday after an absence of
ten days on account of a severe cold.
BARREL FACTORY No. 1—A car
load of small heads arrived Friday.—
Number of barrels made for the week
4,431 medium.—William Buckley, of
Niagara Falls, N. Y., general superin
tendent. of the International Cooper
age Co. arrived last week and is to
remain to complete arrangements for
the manufacture of barrels in accord
ance with contract recently entered
into between the Lime Corporation
and Cooperage Co. Stock to begin
operation and two new machines have
already been shipped.
BY-PRODUCTS—Putting wings on
a frog was one of the jobs at the
blacksmith shop last week. It was a
I rack frog, the wings being the spur
rails on the side.—The Ampere finished
loading Wednesday, as follows: Five
Kilns 3400, Gregory 1654, Rockport
1080, Gas Kilns 560, a total of 6694
barrels, all selected.—Fires in the coal
piles have been causing trouble lately.
I-ack of room to shovel the coal over
has. made it necessary to keep a
stream of water going most of the
time. Capt. Bill Young is first pipeman and foreman of the hose and is
fast qualifying for the Veteran Fire
men's Association—Owing to short
age of rock kilns in the Gregory shed
were plugged Monday night.—The coal
chute at the tower is receiving exten
sive repairs.
ROCKPORT—Schooner Three Sis
ters discharged kiln,wood last week.—
Lighter Berwick loaded 1500 barrels
for Rockland Thursday.

WARREN
Fred Jones, one of our oldest resi
dents, was in town Monday. He is
contemplating returning to his old
home.
Mrs. Wlnchenbach of Thomaston,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Harlow
Brown.
Maynard D. Chapman is home from
Dorchester, Mass.
Mrs. Ruby Kalloch has returned
home after spending some time with
her mother in Connecticut.
Master Merrill Payson won first
I
prize in the Junior pig contest
All roads led to the Chautauqua :
Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Boyl’s lecture j
in the evening on the Advantage of
a Handicap” was very inspiring.

Dental College for the holidays.
David Burgh and friend have re
turned from a very 'successful hunt
ing trip.
• • • •

Mt Pleasant School—We have three
new pupils, Alice, Roy and Kenneth
Brewster, who have recently moved
here from East Union. We now have
school of fourteen pupils.—The
school is enjoying the reading of “The
Swiss Family Robinson.”
Libby School He are having frequent rehearsals for our entertainmeat which will be given soon for the
mpiovemcn
®a®ue'
,
Pleasantville School Notes-The following program was carried out at our
entertainment held Saturday afterin, 14 parents being present. At
the close of the entertainment we had
i candy sale the results of which were
$3.26: Landing of the Pilgrims, School;
Song, "Giving Thanks," School; Dialogue, "The Train Leaves in Ten Minutes." Elizabeth Leach, Walter and
Annie Starrett; "The Pilgrim Lad,
Annie Starrett; Song, “A Turkey
Song,” School; “Thanksgiving Day,”
First Grade; Dialogue, “The First
Thanksgiving Dinner,” Upper Grades:
Song, “We Need You," School; “The
School Boys Vision,” Emery Simmons;
Dialogue, “A Thanksgiving Dinner,”
First Grade; Dialogue. "Aunt Jerusha
and Uncle Josh," Mildred Leach, Em-

ery Simmons, and Annie Starrett;
Song, “Thanksgiving,” School; "Why
Do They Keep Thanksgiving," Mildred
Leach; “Thanksgiving Hymn," School.
—Schools will be closed Thursday and
Friday of this week for the Thanks
giving recess.

Tends to Bring Back, to the Mind, at
Least, Perfect Moments That
Are Gone.

Men, when they are young and eager
and adventurous, have comparatively
uttle need for imaginative books; but
w|,en their eagerness is dulled, when
,hey have
contemp,ative
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The Story of a London School Boy Who Stumbled
Upon the Secret of Making Dyes
from Coal Tar

No. II
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The present is shackled between two
masters—the past, which owns all that
■we have done, and the future, which
claims all we are about to do.—Chica
go American.

Simplicity of Greatness.

“Did the motorist who ran over you
show any consideration whatever?”
“He certainly did,” snld the victim.
“And I marveled at the exhibition.
He examined that confounded car of
his from stem to stern to see If It had
been damaged anywhere."

NOT
PARTICULAR
•
1 -I '

“Now you may kiss my hand.”
"No thank yon, your lipa are quite
good enough (or me.”
Just Like

a

And tried to see just how she looked
When fast asleep at night

“That doctor must know his biz.
I feel better already.”
“That's the result of stepping out
of his gloomy old anteroom Into the
sunlight.”
“Well, maybe he knows his biz, at
that.”

On January 1, 1916, seven leading
dye companies of Germany formed a
dye trust to last fifty years with the
idea of controlling the chemical business of the world. During this period
they will maintain uniform prices,
wages and hours of labor, and exchange patents and trade secrets,
They will divide the foreign business
on an even basis and share the profits.

lACleated by The laitituft ol Amoricau Buiincss,

New York).

The soft political Job Is apt to
fall to the inan who fought for
it rather than the one who is fit
for it.
After the honeymoon is at an
end she says that he threw him
self at her feet, and he says that
she threw herself at bis bead.
An ounce of contentment may
be better than a ton of gold, but
most people who nave the con
tentment would gladly exchange
It for the ton of gold.

PASSING THOUGHTS
Family Jars sound dreadful; but
they don't mean much.

One who laughs when he Is angry
has taken a hint from Satan.
A man hates to get near enough to
a sign to be able to read, "This Means
You.”
Brains are universally recognized,
but only paid for when they are pro
ductive.

As years advance, a castle tn the
air begins to fall into ruin. It takes
a strong man to raze It completely.

It is a great burden to feel that
the enforcement of the Ten Com
mandments on others Is a personal
duty.

You Know What You Are Doing.
Other People Nay Not.
Tell Them Through an Advertise
ment In This Paper.

Gen'l Passenger Agt.

BANGOR LINE
FALL SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Leave Rockland

People who have been reared In a
gypsy-llke method, vaguely wonder
why so many carry on about the
song, “Home Sweet Home.”

HOME-BREWED PHILOSOPHY

Too many recipes spoil the brew.
It's never too late to mend the kettle.

A man la judged by the brew he
makes.

Absent friends make the brew last
longer.

To brew Is human, to treat a friend,
divine.
A quart in the closet Is worth two
In storage.

There’s many a slip 'twlxt the brew
and the lip.
A watched pot Is never stolen by a
thirsty friend.
A little moonshine always ntnkcs
the sun seem brighter.—From Life.

PARENTHETICAL PROVERBS
To him who hath (pep) shall be
given.
Time and tide (and the 5:15) wait
for no man.

Great oaks (and fat hogs) from lit
tle acorns grow.

Everything comes to him who waits
(at the head of the line),

A stitch In time saves nine (and
possibly some embarrassment).

ODD FACTS
Parents with red hair Invariably
have red-haired youngsters; yet >latklialred people do not always have
dark-haired children.

Saturdays at 3 a. m. for Bar Harbor, Bluehill
and way landings
Estate of Ellen D

Stevens.

Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1 p. m., Bluehill
12.30 p. tn , Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
days
for Rockland and way landings.
KXOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
At Boston connection is made with the Met
ropolitan
Line express freight steamers for
for said County of Knox, on the fifteenth day
of November, in tlie year of our Lord one New York via the (’ape Cod (’anal.
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one
F S. SHERMAN, Supt.
R S. SHERMAN, Agt.
A petition asking for tlie appointment of
Rockland
Rockland
Sidney 8. Stevens as administrator on the
estate of Ellen D. Stevens, late of Warren, ill
said County, having been presented.
’
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to ail
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to he published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
The direct route between
appear at a Probate Court to be heltT at Rock
land in and for said County, on the twentieth ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT ANO
day of December, A. D, 1921, at nine o’clock
SWAN’S ISLAND
In the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of tlie petitioner should
not he granted.
Winter Arrangement
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy.—Attest:
(Subject to change without notice)
139Thl47
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
STATE OF MAINE

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

IN EFFECT 1.30 P. M. MONDAY, OCT. 3IST.
1921

Estate of Robert N. Marsh

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. 88.

At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox, on the fifteenth day
of November, in the \e;ir of our Lord, one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one.
A petition asking for the appointment of
Etta K. Marsh as administratrix on tlie estate
of Robert N. Marsh, late of Rockland in said
County, having been presented and application
having been made that no bond be required

Leaves Swan’s Jslnrd dally except Sundays
at 5.30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 I’. M., for
Vlnalhaven, Nirth Haven, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.
W 8 WHITE,
General Manager

STEAMER CASTINE

of said administratrix.

will resume Winter Service on the
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing a copy. of Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast
this Order to be published three weeks suc
line
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
published at Rockland in said County, that
they may- appear at a Probate Court to be and will run as follows, wind and
held at Rockland in and for said County, on
weather permitting:
the 20th day of December, A I) 1921, at nine
Leave Camden at 8 o'clock a. m. or on
o’clock In* the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, why tlie prayer of the petitioner arrival of electric car from Rockland. Leave
West Islesboro at 9 10 a. m , arriving Belfast
should not he granted.
10.10 a. m
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
Returning- Leave Belfast 1 30 p m for
A Hue copy. Attest:
above landings, arriving Camden at 3 45 p m.
139Thl47
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
This boat makes connection at Belfast with
noon train for Bangor, also with Steamer GoldEstate of John Alfred Broberg
enrod for Castine and West Brooksville and
STATE OF MAINE
stages
for Searsport and all other towns outKNOX, SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and sii'f of Belfast.
Come
and enjoy our warm cabins. Fare $1 23
for said County of Knox, on tlie fifteenth day
to Belfast.
of November, A. I). 1921.
COOMBS BROS., M ANAGERS.... 129tf
Frank H. Ingraham, Public Administrator on
the estate of John Alfred Broberg, having pre
sented his petition that the actual market
value of so much of the estate of said John
Alfred Broberg, late of Vlnalhaven, in said
County of Knox, as is subject to tlie payment
of the State Inheritance Tax, the persons in
BY SEA
terested in tlie succession thereto, and the
TwoSailingn Weekly
amount of the tax thereon may be determined
Tuesda y and Saturdays, 3 P. M.
by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to the
First Class Passenger Fares, Boston
State Assessors and ali persons interested in
the succession to said property, by causing a
f.,.».i, w.",c $36.65 W $67.24
copy of this Order to be published once a
week, three weeks successively in The CourierTo Jacksonville
To St. Petersburg
Gazette, a newspaper published at Jtock'and,
One
$51.28
Wily $42.82
in said County, that they may appear at a
Way
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, in and
$78.33
$95.25
for said County, on the twentieth day of De
Trip
cember, A. D 1921, at
nine o’clock in the
Including meals and stateroom
accommodations
forenoon and be beard in reference to the
determination of said tax or any question that
War Tax
additional
may arise in reference thereto.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest :
139Thl47
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.

FLORIDA

Boston to Savannah

A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
for Congestion, Achee, Paine and In
flammation. At all Druggiete. Price
26c, to any addreee.
PRIEST DRUG COM Bangor, Me.

Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and to
many foreign lands,

___

Pier 42, Hoosac Tunnel Docks,Boston

Tu Th 126tf

of November, A. I). 1921.
C. J McCallum, Administrator with the will
annexed, having presented his petition that
tlie actual market va|ue of so much of the
estate of Mary M. Bean, lute of Warren, in
said County of Knox, as is subject to the
payment of the State Inheritance Tax, the
persons interested in the succession thereto,
and the amount of the tax thereon may be
determined by tlie Judge of Probate;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to tlie
State Assessors and a'.l persons interested in
the succession to said property by causing a
copy of this Order to be published once a
week, three weeks successively in The CourierGazette, a newspaper published at Rockland,
in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, in and
for said County, on the twentieth day of |)e
cember, A. D 1921, at
nine o’clock in the
forenoon and be heard in reference to the
determination of said tax or any question that
may arise in reference thereto.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy. /»t.fcst :
133Thl47
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

Estate of Mary M. Bean

KNOX COUNTY—
.
n
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
the 15th day of November. A D. 1921
Charles .1 McCallum, Administrator on the
es’ato of Mary M Bean, late of Warren, in
said Countv, deceased, having presented his
first and final account of administration of
said estate for allowance:
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively. In The Courier-Gazette,
published in Rockland: in said ( ounty, that
all persons Interested may attend at a Probale Court to be held at Rockland, on the
twentieth day of December next, and show
cause. If any they have, why the said account
should not be allowed.
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge.
A true copy.—Attest :
139Thl47
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
Estate of Alexandor G. Gillis

KNOX COUNTY
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
the 13th day of November, A D. 1921
Lizzie (’. Gillis. Executrix on the estate of
Alexander G (Dills, late of North Haven, in
Estate of Eugene H. Rose
1 said County, deceased, having presented bis
KNOX COUNTY
first and final account of administration of
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on said estate for allowance:
the 15th day of November, A D. 1921.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
Leola F. Rose, Executrix on the estate of weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
Eugene H Rose, late of Rockland, in said published in Rockland, in said County, that
(’ounty, deceased, having presented her first all persons interested may attend at a Pro
and final account of administration of said bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the
estate for allowance:
twentieth day of December next, and show
Ordered, That notice thereof be giveh, three cause, if any they have, why the said account
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette, should not be allowed.
published in Rockland, in said ('ounty. that
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
all persons interested may attend at a Pro
A true copy.—Attest:
bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the 139Thl47
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
twentieth day of December next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said account
Estate of Mary E. Jackson
should not be allowed.
KNOX (OUNTY
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
A true copy, Attest:
the 13th day of November, A D. 1921
139Tb 147
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
Willard E. Overlook, Administrator on the
estate of Mary E. Jackson, late of Washington,
in said County, deceased, having presented
his first and filial account of administration
of said estate for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, tlircc
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
published In Rockland, in said County, that
all persons interested may attend at* a Pro
bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the
J twentieth day of December next, and show
I cause, if any they have, why the said account
should not be allowed.
lEtlULATION SIZE WITH NAME
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge
AND ADDRESS OP MAKER AND
A true copy,—Attest:
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE ( 139T1H47
HENRY II PAYSON. Register.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

WITH FEDERAL LAW.

Estate of Rose A. Harrington

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound size
Poitaire »5 cents additional

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at name lime, add to the prioe
of first 1000, (J4.00 and 1G cents post
age for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pountl alze
Pottage 10 cents additional

$2.50 per 500 Sheets

Musto Turp

Tuesdays, Thursdays and

Bought Right to Name Asteroid.
I Saturdays at 8 p m., for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
A certain German astronomer, hav
and Fridays at 5 p ro.
ing discovered a new asteroid, adver
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and
tised In tlie newspapers that whoever Saturdays at 5 a m., Camden 5 43 a m., Bel
fast 7 13 a. m., Bucksport 9 a. m., Winterport
first sent him a post office order for 9.30 a m., due Bangor It) a m.
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
1230 might have the privilege of nam
at 2 p m, Winterport 2.43 p m.,
ing It. The offer was tnken up by urdays
Bucksport 3.30 p. m., Belfast 5 p m., Camden
G
13
p.
m
, Rockland 8 p. m., due Boston fol
Baron Rothschild, who sent his check
with directions that tlie newly dis lowing morning about 7 a. m.
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
covered body should lie named nfter 1
Bar Harbor Line—Bluehill Line
one of the ladies of tlie baron’s family. ' Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and

Telling rich people what to do with
Estate of Mary M. Bean
their money seems to have had a
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX,
SS.
great effect. They give away hun
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
dreds of millions.
for said County of Knox, on the fifteenth day

Nothing brewedb nothing gained.
Not Then.
Mrs. Eye—Misery loves company,
you know.

grancc of the rose,
the explosive that
wounds and the
medicine that heals,
the bitterness of
hemlock and the
sweetness of honey,
Couldn’t Get It.
In a recent address
“Mamma,” said the Inquisitive child
in Edinburgh the
"I don't think that toweling Is such
president of the
a loud color I’
Chemical Section
“It Isn't, son, what makes you sav
of the British Association for the
that?”
Advancement
of
“Then why do they call It crash?'
Science, urging the
correlation of schoThe Puzzle.
lastic knowledge with the experiences
"¥'
know,
”
said Bings, ”y' know
and contacts of daily life, said:
“The quivering glint of massed blue- what puzzles me?”
“Naw; what?” inquired Jings.
bells in broken sunshine, the joyous
“I c'n never figure out which qnd
radiance of young beech leaves against
the stately cedar, the perfume of the t' be sorry for when a man's exer
hawthorne in the twilight, the florid cisin’ a pet dog on a lead chain.”
majesty of rhododendron, the fragrant
simplicity of lilac, periodically gladden
The Art of the Off-Hand.
the most careless heart and the least
“That latest speech of yours sound
reverent spirit; but to the chemist they
breathe an added message, the assur- ed as if it were thoroughly extempore.'
“Thanks,” replied Senator Sorghum
that a new season of refreshment
has dawned upon the world, and that “I worked over if for weeks In order
those deficate syntheses, into the mys- to make It convey that Impression.”
tery of which it is his happy privilege
|0 penetrate, once again are working
Says Which.
their inimitable miracles in the laboraSlack—What’s funnier than a onetory of the human organism,
Poetry, indeed! But chemists are armed man trying to wind his wrist
Practical poets. They produce the watch ?
materials a nation
haye ;f jt
Knutt—A glass eye at a keyhole
hopes to live and compete with other
nations.
Few nations realized this
Not Dumb.
truth howf
ti] h World War
"Are you fond of dumb animals?”
inti
„ optni
“Yes,” replied Mr. Cumrnx. “My
ion ib» *00 percent explosive and closing 5a objection to the pets around the house
Ja , ' rnn Percent chemical.
That opened their
Is that most of them are vocalists.
that with ry55’ but unfortunately, Germany had
hi.'rbpm a hfty year start and took the trouble

position to conquer
the world.
Creative chemists
—the successors of
, Perkin—lately have
been called the
“Poets of Science”
because their imagination has found
in coal tar the fra-

Opportunity knocks but once,
but It’s different with the human
knocker.

Girl.

She stood before the mirror
With her eyes closed very tight,

“They married for love?”
“Yes.”
“And now she's siting him for di
vorce?”
“Yes. Discovered that she had to
have something to eat as well.”

William Henry Perkin was an odd
sort of a youngster. When he was 13
years old and a student in the City of
London School he heard of a series of
lectures on chemistry during the noon
recess. Young William Henry decided that the lectures would be of
more value to him than his lunches, so
he took in the lectures.
Apparently the lectures made a decided impression upon the boy. Two
years later he entered the laboratory
of a chemist named Hofman in the
Royal College of London and by the
time he was 17, had started upon his
career as a researcher. Perkin decided
fhat his mission in life was to isolate
phenenthrene from coal tar and prepare artificial quinine. In order to
speed the day when his task would be
done he set up a private laboratory and
worked overtime. While at work in
this laboratory in the spring of 1856,
he found in his test tube, while oxidizing some aniline oil, a black, sticky
mass instead of clear crystals. He attempted to wash it out with alcohol
when, to his surprise, he produced a
wonderful purple solution—mauve, the
first of the aniline dyes.
Ten years later Perkin achieved his
greatest triumph when he produced
alizarin, or Turkey red, formerly
made only from the root of the madder. Years later the British government knighted the iman *h<> fi"1
'overeU the vast p°ss.bO ncs contained
with coal tar but gave him, littlehnancial support
re£>arrhrr< tn
was left to Germ
finallv to
build up the industry and finally to
ob„m .
hold upon ,h,

ON LIFE’S HIGHWAY

There Is no more gratifying per
formance than making a bashful, awk
ward boy feel at home.

Practical.

POETS OF SCIENCE

,;h

lTHE

When a' citizen treats his civic rights
with cold Indifference, they are easily
wooed and won by the political boss
who makes much of them.

Mrs. Wye—Not always, my dear,
guess you never had on very tight
shoes when company called and stayed
three mortal hours.

(Told In Eight Skatchoa)
By JOHN RAYMOND

vinced

Social

Men will crowd and Jostle to get a
mere glimpse of a celebrity, when they
wouldn’t stoop to see God in a blade
of grass.

“Really great men have very simple
natures.”
“Sometimes they have,” said Miss
Cayenne; “and on the other hand, they
show their powers of dissimulation by
seeming so gentle and truthful that
you couldn't suspect the slightest mo
tive of personal interest.”

M. L. HARRIS,

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

Elegant manners cannot improve a
hard nature; a stone grows no softer
with polishing.

Wasn’t Going That Far.
Country Parson (to farmer belabor
ing his horse)—Say, my good man,
with all this cursing and beating of
your horse, you’ll never get to
heaven.
Farmer Hays—That might be, but
I'm only going to town with a loud
of pertaters!

. .

D. C. DOUGLASS.

9-25-21 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr.

It

siJe’?

' I’eifect moments has a man in the long
months of his life? Not enough to disorganize him, and still, at best, enough
to make the other possible. Novels
perpetuate those moments, call- back
! their flame Into minds grown worn
and tepid, kindle them again, as bright
j and* seductive as ever, in minds sick
and disintegrating. Such u resource
should be strictly held to its purpose
and vnlue, unshorn by nlmtlt, white
and predacious fingers.—Joseph Hergesheimer in the Yalo Review.

morals

He who wades deeper and deeper
In leaning should grow bigger and
bigger, im order to keep bis head above

The Ruling Claes.
Tlie Depositor—What's the iden of
this new clearing house association
rule fixing noon for your opening hour?
years, then tlie recorded poetry of ex Think Ifll suit the public?
istence can be a priceless recompense.
The Bank President—No, not that.
But it must, In order to endure, have But our cooks and chauffeurs object
the beauty of form and courage, and it to getting up so early.
i must be universal to the heart. A
peculiarity of such literature is that
Practical Interchange.
the women in it are visionary, Imma
“A soft answer turneth away
terial, rather than realistically ac wrath,” remarked the expert In quota
counted for; they, too, are apt to be tions.
! dreamlike, forever slipping beyond the
“True,” replied Mr. Dustin Stax;
j c,rc)e of fln embrnce j can.t even
“but in regular business a soft answer
pretend to explain this. A woman Is Isn't as valuable as a hard bargain.'
, nt (|,e cpn,er of ncarlv every living
, accomplishment of art,' at the center
()f (he wrhten or g{
wrl(er Wom.
i en’ llke the I,00r' are always with us;
, but h()w
hfw
,g fln
I ,
, _
’
,, •
i ado,ret> ««ure ot

but

Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland Fort
zxugusta, A 57.00 a. ra.. t7.30a.m.. tl 15 p tn.
1 Bangor, A 57.00 a. m . t7.30 a in . fl.4.5 p in.
Bath. A57.00 a. tn., t7.30 a. in., tl.45 PA 54.30p.m.
, Boston .A57.OOa. m.. 17.30a ra.. tl.45 p m.
Brunswick. A57.00a. in.. |7.30 a. in., tl 45 p. in
Lewision. A57.OOa. in.. t7.30 a. ra., fl-43 p.m.
New York. tl.45 p. m.
I’oitlan 1. A$7.00 a. n . |7.30 a m . tl 45p in
Waterville. A57.00a. m.. t7 :U) a m . tl.45 p.m.
Woolwich, §7.00 a. ra., |7 30 a. in , tl-45 p. tn..'
51.30 p. tn.
t Daily, except Sunday
5 Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Path.

Many a coward has started a con
flict that has been waged with brave
men’s blood.

Very Considerate.

K0W NOVEL SERVES PURPOSE

moralize

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

1

Ihe who aspires acquires. Medioc
rity comes with contentment.

Maybe So.

KaV, J

j^iarehv^edof
4VfDDrNG$TATl0NERV

Preachers
pneach.

Often Go Together.
“A popular novelist says women are
not as intelligent as men.”
“If I were in his shoes I wouldn't
make n statement like that," said the
book reviewer.
“Why not?”
“He might cut down his royalties.
There's a close affinity between bon
bons and ‘best sellers.’ ”

ROCKPORT
Mrs. Madeline Hopkins of Dorches
ter, Mass., is a guest at Charles
Welch’s for an indefinite period.
A very enthusiastic meeting of the
Rockport Branch of the Red Cross was
held Tuesday evening at the Town
Hall and the following officers were
chosen: Chairman, E. H Bowers; vice
chairman, Mrs. Kate Dunbar; secre
tary, Mrs. Mabel Withee; treasurer,
Mrs. Caroline Bowler; membership
committee: H. L. Withee, chairman;
Mrs. Callsta Cole, Mrs. Addle Jen
kins, Mrs. Irving Ott, Mr. and Mrs.
R. A. Burns. The drive for members
begins Monday, Nov. 28.
Mrs. Maria Griffin has moved from
what is known as the Palmer house on
Mechanic street to the Jordan house
on Commercial street.
Maurice Bickford of Vlnalhaven was
a guest at Mrs. David S. Kent’s Mon
day.
Mrs. J. A. Russ of Medford, Mass.,
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and daughter
Dorothy of Roxbury, Me., and Mrs.
Sherman Weed were guests of friends
in Rockland Tuesday.
Riley Andrews is occupying the
Keene house on Franklin street.
Members of the W. R. Corps should
not forget the meeting Friday even
ing of this week. A most interesting
program will be given and a good
time
is anticipated. Refreshments
will be served.
The members of the Baptist Sunday
school were entertained at the vestry
Tuesday evening. Supper was served
to 150. This was a fitting close to the
contest on attendance, which has been
going on for several weeks. The pro
gram was furnished by the members
of the classes, Mrs. Mabel Crone's
class receiving the prize for the best
number. A solo by Rev. Andrew
Young, accompanied by Mrs. Young,
and selections by the different classes
were much enjoyed.
J. Calvin Aldus and family are oc
copying the Kellar house on Amsbury
Hill.

STARS AND STRIPES

WITH
THE
FUNNY
MEN

Was Constipated, Thin, No Appetite, Had Swollen Lips,
Stomach Pains

letin.

Page Five

Postage 10 oenta additional
For each additional 10(X) aheeta ord
ered at same time, add to the price
of first tooo, tfi.jo and 10 cents poaU
age fo.' each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.

Rockland Maine
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STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. 88.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
tor said County of Knox, in Vacation, on the
twenty-first day of November, in the year of
our .Lord one thousand nine hundred nnd
twenty-one.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
lust Will and Testament of Rose A Harrington, late of Rockland, in said County, having
been presented for probate, and application
having been made that no bond he required
of the executor named in the will.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said (’ounty, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land, in and for said County, on the twentieth
day of December A. D. 1921, Jt nine o’clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of tlie petitioner should
not be granted
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy.—Attest :
139Thl47
HENRY II PAYSON. Register.
Estate of Hcien F. Stevens

NOTICE
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
October 22. 1921, he was duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of Helen F. Stevens,
late of Thomaston, in the County of Knox, de
ceased, and on this date was qualified to fill
said trust by giving bond as the law directs
All persons having demands against the es
tate. are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all Indebted thereto are required to
make payment immediately to
EDWIN A ANDERSON, Thomaston. Maine.
| October 22, 1921.
Nov. 1V-17-24

[>
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 24, 1921.

FRANK O. HASKELL

BANKING HAS ITS ROMANCE

The Store Where You Save Money

EVE8YB0DY8 COtDBf

Mrs. Kdward RutAsell returned from
Quiet Spot ir. London Where Monetary
Advertisements in this column not to exceed
Waterville Saturday, after spending
Transactions of Immense Impor
CASH
GROCERY
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
several weeks with friends and. rela
tance Are Ordinary.
for 50 vents Additional lines 5 vents each for
LOWEST PRE-WAR PRICES
one time, 10 cents 3 times. Six words wake
tives.
______
41 OCEAN STREET
TELEPHONE 318
a 1 i lie
Mrs. John McEvoy has been spending
Kotnauce is hidden away in all
several weeks witli Mr. and Mrs. II. II.
Lost and Found.
kinds of old corner* of the city of NATIVE FOWL, per pound................................................. 34c
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled
Copeland returned to their home in
Loudon, mid some of it is to be found
r
LOST Ladies’ pocketbook, in Canidcn, be
Ltt'.eell Mass.. Wenesday. ___________
within half n minute's walk of the NATIVE CHICKENS, milk and corn fed, per pound ....37c tween drove Street and the Mill. $5 roll quar
Miss Phyllis Moore went to ISrunsters and bills.
Finder notify 8ALV.UTQX
vortex of traffic outside the Mansion 1
ARMY. Rockland.
138*110
wick Wednesday and will spend
house.
Loudon
Tit-Hits
states.
Everything advertised for the last Just received one barrel Canada PepThanksgiving with her sister Vera.
LOST—Rabbit hound pup, black, white and
Here, in a secluded building Hint few two weeks will be sold all this week
permint Candy, per pound............ 20c tan. Name ‘Maior” on collar. Reward DU.
liev. Annie J. Gwyne. a Baptist LAWIB—Legs. short cut, per pound.................................. 28c
1’ERLEY DAMON. Rockland.
138-141
Missionary, recently of Oklahoma is a LAMB —Fores, per pound ..................................................... 12c persons ever see. is the heating heart for the same low prices. Take our ad.
Just received a large shipment of
of one of ilie greatest romances in the and look the prices over. We guar blue and white Enamel Ware.
guest of Rev. and Mrs. E. W. Webber.
antee first quality goods in all Meats. 10 quart Kettles with covers ....... $1.00
Wanted
iSI»e will speak at the Baptist church in LAMB—Chops, per pound.................................................... 3Sc world—the romance of hanking.
Pork, Lard, Ham, Beans, Coffee, Teas, 12 quart Kettles with cover ........$1.25
“Rockland Friday night.
In
and
out
of
this
almost
unknown
WANTED
To
buy apples bi Bock I a nil.
LAMB—Stew, per pound ..................................................... 10c
Canned Goods, Sunshine Biscuits, 14 quart Preserving Kettle, no
Parties and all interested towns
Huekpprt and Camden. Hfale what you havo
building tlows, minute by iniuute. the i Nuts, Fruit and Groceries.
and
price
In
Hrst
people are requested to make an ef
cover .................................................... 65c Clr. Lincolnville. letter. 1> E. ELKTCHEk.
life slream of the trade and commerce
K19-141
WESTERN STEER BEEF
fort to attend the* mass meeting in
14
quart Dish Pans .......................... 76c
of the land. Last year the almost in
We will sell for the same prices all
WANTEB-TO HIRE—With option of buyWatts hall Friday evening.
The
10
quart
Sauce
Pans
.....................
_..50c
geods, except the following articles,
ing, small farm in Warren or vicinity. State
purpose is to discuss plans for a Top Round Steak, per pound.................................................... 30c credible river of iliirty-niue thousand which are lower:
6 quart Tea Kettle ............J..........$1.10 terms. Address RALPH MILLER, 80 School
Hchool building. Bring your ideas Bottom Round Steak, per pound............................................ 20c million pounds passed iu ut one door
Good size Chambers ........................ 59c Street, Gardner, Mass.
138*149
aud out by the oilier.
with you and let everyone know your
Malaga Grapes, fancy, lb............. ....25c Wash Basins, large size ...................35c
WANTED—An experienced man for tho gro
Rump
Steak,
best
cut,
per
pound
............................................
40c
It Is not the Bunk of England that Tokay Grapes, lb........................... .. ..15c
opinion. This is an informal affair and
cery business. FLINT’S MARKET, 202 Main
Street.
KiS-tf '
discussion is open to everyone. Mr. Face of Rump, per pound........................................................... 25c pulses with this current of fabulous The very best Onions, lb............ ....... Sc
Bulk
Rolled
Oats,
6
lbs
....................
25c
Bunker of Augusta will present a few
WANTED-Woman with talent for drawing
wealth, hut it is the London eleuring Bolted or Granulated Meal. 8 lbs. ...25c
90
pound
bag
................................
$3.25
ami painting.
Permanent jxjsltlon if satis
plans. Tile meeting will be conducted First Five Rib Roasts, per pound............................................ 20c house, that nestles m u corner of Post Fancy Whole Head Rice, 2 lbs. ... .... 15c
Cluster Raisins, lb.............................. 25c factory. EDWIN H. CKIE CO.. 410 Main Stby a committee from the Alumni ami Chuck Roasts, per pound............................................................ 15c , uflice court, tucked away in the wedge
100 pound bag ........................... ..$6.75 Carnation Milk, 2 cans ................... 25c
138*110
Parent Teachers Association. This
Maine Corn, new pack, can ........ .... 10c
per case ........................................ $5.75
WANTED—Experienced stenographer desires
appeal is not only to the ladies but to Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, clear beef, per pound................. 15c of buildings between Lombard street The very best Corn, can ........ ...... .... 15c
Other Evaporated Milk, can ......... 12c position in Rockland. Address, <.FLORENCE
the men. There will be community Corned Beef, per pound...............................................................10c and King William street, with an in
131
,138*144
per case ........................._.............. $5.25 AYERS, Camden, Me.
surance building hiding it at one side
singing.
WANTED- Wet washing and Mrnslilng anil
oVC
2, larae sh'pment
I Flavo Flour, per bag
.............. $1.05
White Rose Flour, per bag ......... 98c;---------------- ------------------------- ------- L_ ironing. Called for and delivered.' Address;
II. B. Fillmore and daughter, Miss Sirloin Roasts, per pound ..........................................................25c and Lubbock's bank at the other.
Every time one of its doors, marked
Annie Fillmore, and Miss Belle Orne Porter House Roasts, per pound................................................ 30c
Per barrel, 8 bags ...................... $7.751
I
PACU ANI1 WASHING care Courier-Gazette. •> 138*140
The same in wood barrels ......... $8.25 1 ■ ■
WMwil /AINU
WANTED—Orders for home cooking Cakes
“Private—In” and “Private—Out,”
aro spending the Thanksgiving recess
Pork Roasts, per pound . .. .29c; Chops, per pound . . . .32c swtugs a fortune gi»‘s In or cornea out (This flour is guaranteed a good all
and pies a specialty. N. A. MAGUN4C, 28
with Mrs. Ansel Orne in Cushing.
Birch St. Tel. 315 It.
138-140
‘
CARRY
round flour)
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lenfest of Vinal- Honey Comb Tripe, per pound . . . .10c; 3 pounds . . . .25c —an average of £127,312,700 a day
WANTED—Middle aged woman to work iu
liaven are spending a few days with Bacon, per pound.............25c. Liver, per pound............. 15c last year.
family of three.
Call 427M. RICHARD JFVarney's Pride, a fancy patent flour
137-tf
MARKET SMITH, Ingraham’s Hill.
their daughter, Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury.
per bag ........................................... $1.05
Tlie river consists not of silver or
WANTED—Position, any kind of respectable
per barrel, 8 bags ...................... $8.25 j
The Sanitary Up-To-Date Store
Mrs. John E. Walker has for house Home Made Sausage, per pound............................................ 25c gold, but of pieces of paper—“blUa,
work for the winter—young man. Address,
.guests for Thanksgiving week Miss
cheeks mid so on"—and it is carried Ceresota Flour, pir bag .............. $1351 Telephone 105 t : s : s ROCKLAND
POSITION’,” care Courier-Gazette. 137*139
Alice Minot, Miss Abbie Minot and New Dairy Butter, per pound.......... ....................................... 48c by messengers from tlie luiuks. Each
•WANTED—Lady of good standing in her
Miss Annie Nichols of Phippsburg.
neighborhood, and member of some church t»>
Eggs, Westerns, per dozen..........................................................50c bunk associated witli the clearing
devote
several hours each month to collecting
The confetti ball held in Watts hall
house lias its own desk in the build
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
our accounts from members of the Mothers-’
last evening under the auspices of the Pure Lard, per pound . . ,15c; 10 lb. wooden pails . . .$1.50
Magazine Home Reading Club. Splendid op
THE
ing.
4th Co. C. A. C., was a great success. Compound Lard, per pound.................................................. 14c
portunity for a lady with a little spare time
Year by year the river increases.
A. A. Bartlett has added to his fine
AMERICAN'S CREED
to earn some extra money each month
The
The new dance committee, Robert
herd
of
cows
a
thoroughbred
Holstein
In
1808
It
topped
three
thousand
mil

PERIODICAL PUBS’ SERVICE BUREAU, 218
Fat
Salt
Pork,
per
pound
..............................................................
15c
I believe in the United States
Mitchell, Crockett Brown and Alfred
Tremont St., Boston Mass. Km. 404.”
which
he
bought
of
Haymond
Bowlions.
By
1908
it
was
over
twelve
of America as a government of
snake future daneees successful. Kel
138-140
the people, by the people, Xor the
ly’s jazz hounds always do their share. Sour Krout, per pound................. 10c; 3 pounds................... 25c thousand millions. In 11*13 it rose to ley of Union.
WANTED—Are you satisfied with your pres
W.
B.
Hewett,
Jr.,
who
has
employ

people whose just powers are de
Strout, are putting in every effort to
more than sixteen thousand millions.
ent position and income? A large, growing
ment in Cooper’s Mills driving team,
rived from^he consent of the gov
organization requires the services of several
Don’t forget the confetti dance at 16 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar..................................... $1.00 The second year of the war saw it was at home Saturday night and Sun
men with good qualifications; exceptional in
erned; a democracy in a repub
East Warren Friday night. Clark's Best All Round Flour, per bag............................................ $1.00 down by a trifle of three thousand day.
come and promotion for right men. ROOM
lic;
a
sovereign
Nation
of
many
312-313, Fidelity Building. Portland, Me.
orchestra will furnish music.
millions. Since then it has leaped up
The Thursday evening prayer meet
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
137-139
The Baptist Men’s League held their
Same prices on all goods as last week
eaeli year.
ing which was discontinued through
one and inseparable, established
WANTED—Man around 45 to look after
regular supper Tuesday evening with
Now its volume is so great that the the summer, has again been started
upon those principles of freedom,
our business in this territory. Easy work.
the following housekeepers:
Mrs. A few Chickens, per pound........................................................ 35c clearing housA lias to find more room, and will be held in the schoolhouse for
Permanent jmsition, Pleasant occupation all
equality, justice and humanity
Amos Dow, Mrs. Ralph Ayers. Mrs.
year round
Big salaries paid every week
for which American patriots sac
and tlie Standard Life Assurance com the present.
to Representatives. A letter to the OAKLAND
Alfred Strout. Mrs. Marie Singer and Finnan Haddie, per pound........................................................ 14c
L. W. Bartlett returned Saturday
rificed their lives and fortunes.
NURSERIES will bring Particulars
Man
pany's
offices,
facing
King
William
Miss Jennie Moody. Rev. E. W. Web
from Union where he has been doing
chester. Conn.
137-139
I therefore believe it is my
street, liuve been bought for £300,000.
ber, chaplain of the prison, was the
some repair work for Raymond Bowduty to my country to love it;
WANTED—Position as oooiueeper and gen
speaker. His subject was "Prison re CUT PRICES ON ALL GOODS SALE DAYS Part of the building has for some time Ivy.
to support its Constitution; to
eral office work or sales girl. *Can give ref
been annexed to the clearing house.
form as interpreted by the chaplain."
erences.
12Wf
The people of this place have been
obey its laws; to respect its flag;
AT HASKELL’S
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Pease are
Now the whole Is to be taken In.
constant in attendance at the revival
and to defend it against all ene
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
spending Thanksgiving in Union.
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN B.
meetings in West Washington which
mies.
RANIJCTT. Rockville, Me TeL $51-14.
lftf
gUQLts of Dr. and Mrs. L. X. Hadley.
closed Sunday evening. A vast amount
Alaskan Volcanic First.
[From The Camden Herald]
CAPT. GEORGE W. LONG
At a recent meeting of the American of good lias been accomplished in the
For Sale
Society for tlie Advancement of Sci three weeks, many new voices being
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
Powdered the Rose.
Capt. George Washington Long died ence. Dr. Robert F. Griggs described heard in the testimony meetings. The
FOR SALE—1919 delivery Dutlge touring
church will hold a rummage sale and BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Once there wus a little stenographer. ears, nett top. scat covers, 33x4 oversize tires,
at Sailor's Snug Harbor. Staten Is u fiery flood which occurred in Alaska good wishes of both neighborhoods
fair Dec. 8. Chicken pie supper Dee.
13»tf
will follQW State Evangelist Wales Every morning before breakfast she $475. Pit. W. II. SA.XBOlt.X.
9. Place—K. of P. hall.
With Modern Furniture and Under land. New York, Sept. 20. after a In the "Valley of Ten Thousand wherever he goes.
FOR SALE—Used Butek S-pasteiifet tour
short illness. He was born at Ten
would
go
out
in
her
garden
and
walk
taking Establishment at Rockland
ing car; 6 cylinders; lately overhauled.
ant's Harbor, July 4, 1841, the only son Smokes." Here lie found traces of the
among tlie flower beds. One day, when Terms of W. W. HARBISON at flye’s Garage.
Have Enjoyed an Extensive Patron of Capt. Gwen and Betsey (Gilchrist) flood of lire which, issuing from a fls
SOUTH THONiASTON
139*141
tlie
roses
were
opening,
she
gave
a
age Over This Territory Since 1840 Long. His father was lost at sea sev sure in tlie earth, swept a roaring tor
SUNSHINE
FOR SALE—1921 Port Touring Car. driven
little scream.
and Have Always Furnished the eral years ago. and his mother died rent of molten sand through the fertile
less than 4.000 miles. T K. SWEETLANO at
Grammar School Notes.—An en
People with the Best in Furniture May 16. 1899. Capt. Long followed the valley, devastating all In its path for
"Oil, the poor tilings:” she cried, Weymouth's
Leslie Conary and son Clifton of
137*142
forced vacation (because of diphthe
and Professional Service of the sea most of his life, until March 18, a distance of more than fifteen tniies.
and
straightway
ran
back
into
the
Camden spent the weekend with his
FOR SALE—Small barn. 133 RANKIN KT.
ria epidemic) in the midst of the sec
Highest Type—In the Undertaking 1921. when on account of ill health he
house.
138-140
From thousands of Assures live mother, Mrs. Hittie Thompson.
ond month of this term was unpleas
Department They Feature Day and retired and was admitted to Sailor's
Haskell Powers was recently the
When s^ie appeared she mis worry
FOR SALE—Planer, circular saw, band naw,
ant and brought up many difficulties
Night As Well As Complete Auto Snug Harbor, where he “Crossed the steam, heated gas and smoke issued. guest of Augustus Hearnseler.
ing a box of face powder and a puff, latftb, grindstone, emery grinder—all or sep
yet made a good test as to what the
One could do one's cooking in any of
and Ambulance Service
Bar." Those who had the privilege of
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Conary and anu soon, under her deft touch, the arately. Inquire at 22 TRINITY STREET.
pupils had retained. Most of the pu
138-140
the
smaller
holes.
And
that
was
the
making his acquaintance were always
daughter June have moved to Deer face powder lay thick upon the soft,
pils passed with flying colors. Fortu
FOR SALE—BARGAIN -One 36 In Rip Cirgreeted with a smile. Capt. Long was only snlvntion of the expedition, for Isle for the winter.
What
is
more
important
than
the
ular Saw; two 16 in. Rip Circular Saws: ono
nately no pupils in our school con
one of a family of three children, a all fuel hnd been destroyed by the
A few of the people here attended glowing petals. Then she rubbed it 3b in Cut-off Circular Saw. Call at H. H.
tracted the disease -which was in an building of happy, comfortable homes? sister, Mrs. Sarah Smith, died a few flood of tire. It is only a few steps
In, expertly merging white with red.
Urie & Co.’s for inspection. CHAS. U. RUSS.
the
Chautauquu
at
Deer
Isle.
We
venture
tlie
statement
that
bcexceptionally light form.
138-140
“I want each little rose to be ns
from the steaming Assures to a cave tn
Herbert Conary visited his wife at
Lcmpi, Walter, Annie and Fred An cause they contribute probably to a I years ago in Lynn. Mass. He leaves to
pretty as I am," she explained.
FOR SALE—Two light-team horses, aged
o,,r” his 1°KS' 51 sister, Mrs. Alvina the side of tlie glacier, in order to have Deer Isle Saturday and Sunday.
derson, Robert Williams, Albertina larger degree than any other institu-| ™
teu and fifteen years; quick sale—low price.
Burdett of Wakefield, Muss., a halfMother Nature, you see, knows only Ill 1IUYI, Union. Me R. No. 1, Box.No. 65.
t'reighton. George Graves and Mary tion in this important work, this sister, Mrs. Elia Rigby of Lawrence, the most perfect refrigeration in the
justly
popular
store
is
one
of
the
most
world.
137*130
old
stuff.
—
Arthur
II.
Folwell
in
Les

Sleeper were not absent during the
essential features o£ the commercial Mass., and a half-brother Josiah
Tlie explorers’- tents were steam
lie's.
FOR SALE—New Ford Sedan. Never used,
month.
Boyles
of
Tenant's
Harbor.
Inter

$264 PH Bahtnco on easy terms. Inquire K.
heated, us it were, aud tlie bathing con
The highest rank in scholarship in and community life of this section. ment was at Staten Island.
w*
IL MULLEN. Tel. 238
137*138
ditions were of the best. for a stream
each grade was as follows: Fifth This immense establishment under
Sweet their rest like io a river,
FOR SALE—The Thomas Hawken property
the
efficient
direction
of
latter-day
from tin- glacier fed a crystal pure
Grade, Fred Anderson, 80%; Sixth
Gently flowing to the sea.
at 125 Camden Street, Rockland, Maine. This
Walton
Sbnals and rapids passed forever,
property has a twelve room modern house in
Grade, Robert Williams, SS’i; Seventh business men is replete with furnish
lake. In the middle of this Jake a
for a grand eternity.
ings
for
the
home
and
no
matter
what
every particular. Hot water heat; garage on
Grade, Clarence Raekliff, 94%, Clar
steam jet bubbled, and It was possible
the premises. Very large lot which extends to
©. Western Newspaper Union.
Return load of furniture or mer
ence Rackliff should also have special may be your need in this line they
the shore of Rockland's beautiful harbor. In
to get any desired leniperalurc.
have
it
for
you
at
a
very
reasonable
chandise
from
vicinity
of
Belfast
or
brief, it is one of the better properties in
mention on the posters which he drew
VINALHAVEN
NED BUNTLINE, SCOUT WHO
Rockland and can be bought at s very rea
price.
Standard
makes
will
be
found
Rockland
or
intermediate
points
to
free hand to advertise the Thanksgiv
sonable
price. Property cau be seen by ap
WAS
WRITER
OF
PLAYS
Asphalt Much Used in Building.
ing Social held in the school room throughout this immense store: Libra
pointment with GEORGE B. ALLEN, AGENT,
Don't forget the masked ball tonight
Boston by way of Portland. Truck
"Roofing" constitutes an Important
ry
tables,
davenports,
mattresses,
beds,
Camden,
Maine. Tel. 220.
137-139
Tuesday evening and which netted us
at Memorial hall, after the first show
Some of the old scouts turned their
leaving Belfast about Saturday,
t'nmaskiiig at inter branch of n much broader field of hands to queer trades when tlie Indian
FOR SALE—Confectionery and Cigar Busi
48.50. Tlie proceeds tire to be used furniture of all kinds, all of the arti of pictures.
Nov. 26. Price reasonable.
ness at 716 Main Street corner James Ktrect
Twenty dollars in cash engineering, known as “waterproofing.'
for a pencil sharpener, paper towels, cle*; for the home arc represented by mission.
luquire at store or 12 Warren Street.
standard brands that are known the prizes given to those in most worthy In which asphalt lias for thousands of i fl»?bting days were over. Buffalo Bill
noon lunch, etc.
137e139
WILBUR & TINGSLEY
costumes: $7.50 to lady and genvz years played an Important part Tin* ! "as ,be owner of a Wild West show,
Much pleasure and enthusiasm is country over.
FOR
SALE
—
Dry
hard
wood,
fitted,
$14.00
38
Bicknell
Street
QUINCY,
MASS.
The management has won for itself receiving first: $2.50 to lady and gent ancient Egyptians were aide to pre- 1'dgur S. Puxson became a painter, and
being shown over the new method of
I»er cord; dry soft wood, fitted, $10 00 per cord,
Piano and Furniture Moving
reputation throughout the country receiving second; $1.00 in moving pic serve their mummies in good condition , Capt. Jack Crawford was a poet. It
delivered. Half corU orders accepted. Leave
learning spelling which was intro
orders with Ilarjula’s Milkman or ALBERT
Leave orders at This Office. Tel. 770
duced by our superintendent in a re for many miles around by treating ture tickets given as third. Music by to the present (lay by wrapping them wus left for Ed Buntllne to add an
NELSON, St. George Road, Thomaston.
every customer honorably and alike. the Arion ten.
cent visit.
137*139
In fabric saturated and made water other to the list of unusual tilings for
Fair
and
honest
business
methods
A
dancing
party
and
picnic
supper
Frequent visits by the parents would
proof and weather resisting with as a scout to do. He became the writer
FOR SALE—Two Reo Trucks, one nearly
have
built
up
a
large
trade
for
them
was
given
by
George
Grey,
Edward
new. slightly used, also a Ford truck. All good
ljc greatly appreciated and we hope
phalt. Modern Ingenuity lias discov of dime novels and tlie producer of
To Let
trades. Or will exchange for anything of
that the newly formed Village Im and when any one goes to their at Lane and Elmer Simmons Saturday ered no material better adapted to luelodratnus equally exciting.
equal value. H n. STOVER ft CO,
tractive
and
complete
store
they
evening
at
the
Allen
bungalow.
Sev-j
TO LET—-Fine furnished front room, heated.
provement Society may be brought to
137-142
waterproofing and preserving its pres
Judson was ids real name, and Ed
139-111
a realization of the condition of the know they will get value received for enteen couples were present and trip ent day structures than asphalt. It ward Zane Carroll Judson was the C. B. MORSE, 22 Oak Street.
FOR
SALE
—
Two
Boelun
System
Clarinets
ped the light fantastic toe until mid-,
TO LET Seven
room tenement.
Flush low pitch A and B flat. 17 keys, 7 rings J B.
school buildings before too much their money.
Is not surprising, therefore, that in re full title with which bis parents bur closet. Apply at 15 ROCKLAND STREET
night
hour.
Music
by
Elnter
Arey
and!
It
is
hardly
possible
for
us
to
give
KITTREDGE.
300
Main
Street
136-147
money
is
expended on
cement
138*140
Mrs. Fernald Ames.
cent years the production of asplialt dened him oil the day of his birth in
FOR SALE—Two barber chairs, in good con
sidewalks. Three hundred dollars ju a concrete idea of the immense stock
Soon after George Newbert, arrived In large quantities lias been rendered Philadelphia In 1822. He became one
TO LET TWO furnished rooais with modern dition: 6 office chairs, 3 long mirrors and oth
that
this
firm
carries
for
the
accom

diciously expended on each building
home from his duties at the Movies i possible by refining crude petroleum. of the boys who ran away to sea and conveniences—one with privilege of kit< hen er barber shop paraphernalia. MANSON ft
modation
of
the
public
or
of
the
high
MRS. .MARY BURKETT. 75 Broad Street. NYE. 415 Main Street.
would place botli on a standard as
134-139
Saturday evening, he was startled by1
)39tf
ranked by the State Board. It is quality offered at reasonable prices. a violent ringing of the door bell. As| Its use for roofing nnd waterproofing when he was only thirteen be rescued Tel. 669M.
FOR SALE—Another 1920 Ford Touring Car
A
visit
to
the
store,
however,
will
TO LET—IN CAMDEN—Two gpod rooms in good shape; also 1 double runner pung, 2
only a matter of time before the State
tlie door opened he was greeted by, has developed rapidly. In many struc (lie crew of a boat that had been run
for any light business; one a good sleighs and a single runner pung at bargain.
will compel such action. Why not readily prove to you that it is the ten of his neighbors, who had come j tures from roof to cellar asphalt plays down by a ferry steamer in New York suitable
location for a barber shop, having been oc P L HAVENER,, phone 226-M or 693-5. 129tf
proper
and
most
advantageous
place
do it now and be one of the towns that
an
Important
part,
first
iis
roofing,
cupied
as
such for over 40 years. .The other
Itarbor. Soon afterwards be became a
to wish him many happy returns of
PIPE, FITTINGS AND VALVES—Wo have
arc looked up to as an example. Our to buy. This establishment and the his birthday. Luncheon was served i then as sheatliing and insulating and midshipman iu tlie L'ulted States navy. n flue place for a shoe-repair shop. See
large stock from
to 6 inches. It will rny
WILLIS WILLIAMS. Camden, Me
138-140
neighbor, "Wiley's Corner,” has the men who direct its affairs have con and he was presented a loving cup and ! finally rs a waterproofing membrane
you
to enquire here before buying elsewhere.
Then
the
West
called
him
and
Jud

tributed
in
no
little
measure
to
the
TO
LET
A
earugc
for
dry
storage.
Apply
LIVINGSTON
MFG.
CO..
Limo Street. City
idea and is going about it in u line
a. beautiful birthday cake, highly dec for the underground portion.—Ex- son answered tlie call. During the at 10 rlJCASAXT kTltEET.
137*tf
127tf
way.
Have you heard what their progress and development of this sec orated. The guests bad a very Jolly change.
Civil war he was chief oX scouts
TO LET—Furnished rooms, all modern, steani
IRON and STEEL—We have a large stock of
grange voted to do for the school there, tion of the state and especially to evening and did not depart until the i
_________________
that portion within a raduis of several
ainoug the Indians on the western fron heal, hath, electric lights, garsce. II. 11. Norway and Refined Iron, Angle Iron, T Iron,
iu a recent meeting?
DAXE, 30 High St. Tel. 768.
136tf
sixteen-Wheslsd Automobiles?
Tool Steel, Cold Rolled and Machine Steel, etc.,
miles around.
This community is wee small hours Those present were:
tier, and after that he wandered nil
reasonable prices. LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.,
Mr and Mra.L^C.Stntth Mr.andMre.
Romanoff, a Russian
TO
LET
—
Furnished
Hat
at
9tu>
llru-u
Si at
more prosperous, more progressive Leslie
over the great plains as hunter and Tel. 163-12.
Lime Street. City.
.
It7tf‘
Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles, ,
/
, ,,
R-.ltf
and
more
attractive
by
reason
of
their
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mullen, inventor residing In New $ ork, has trader, lie made the acquaintance of
Physical Training.
STILSON WRENONSS—We are selling StilTO
LET
—
Furnished
house
tit
62
Summer
activities and in this review of our Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert.
son Wrenches and Repair Parts at new low
bonqi granted a patent on a sixteen- Buffalo Bill, Wild Bill and Texa* Street
"I suppose,” said Cactus Joe to the
Modern eonrcnlenccs
Apply 33 prices. LIVINGSTON MFG. C<f, Lime Street,
onward progress we wish not only
Nclson Mossman, who has been the wheel vehicle for which h« claims more Jack, and began writing his thrilling GROVE STREET, or to A. C. McLOOX, at Mc- City.
127tf
soda fountain tender, “you don't ex to compliment them, but to urge all
Loon's wharf.
133-tf
pect to keep nt tills business ull your our readers that they can not do bet guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ar- rjding comfort and greater economy of tales, part fact aDd part fiction, about
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
TO
LET
—
Bam
for
garage.
68
GRACE
ST
thur
Mossman.
returned
Saturday
to
tires
than
nt
present
available
in
the
town road to George* river. Beautiful loca
their lives.
Ned Buntline was the
life.”
ter than to visit this establishment Biddeford.
I32tf
tion for summer cottage. Boatlag, fiahlng and
four-wheeled vehicle. According to pen name he used in his writing, and Tel. 118-1..
•No," replied the young man.
when in need of anything in the line.
bathing fa ci tlflea
Inquire MIBB EVA K.
TO
LET
—
Set
of
offices
over
Cobb's,
Inc
Henry Jordan of Rockland was in Motor World the inventor plans four as Ned Buntline he became famous.
“Well, take my advice and study
But their activities are by no means town Tuesday.
nicely finished, large vault, heater Included TORREY, Tens nt’a Harbor.
four-wheeled
trucks,
one
nt
each
cor

Buntline believed that eastern audi terms reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 43 Middle St
FOR 8ALE—Two five passenger cars, cheap,
music. All the exercise you're gettln' confined to their furniture store.
James Christie arrived Friday from ner of the car. each wheel turning on
123-tf
and in perfect running condition. Good tlrae.
ences would be Interested in plays Tel. 663-2.
wilh hands and feet ought to make It Their undertaking department is in Bethel, Vt.. where he has had em
P.
D STARRETT, Warren, Me.
101-tf
an Independent spindle and four spin- based on life in the Far West and in
TO LET—Somebody it needuic a boute or
easy for you to learn to play the pipe charge of one of the most progressive ployment the past season.
rooms
Advertl*e yours la this column snd
FOR SALE—50 high bred R. I. Red cockerels;
dips
supported
by
a
linked
parallelo

funeral
directors
in
this
vicinity
and
1872 he persuaded Buffalo Bill and voul! net sn enpllestloo tmmedletely
8-tf
Air. and Mrs. Lyford Coombs are
organ.”
price $1.50, $3 00, $5 00. $8.00 per bird; •
consequently has kept in touch with moving into their home on Chestnut j gram. so that if one wheel rises over Texas Jack to come East and take
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniturs, moson. months old. C. E. WARD. South Thomaston,
Me.
137-141
everything modern in his line, and street .
an obstruction all of the wheels re part in one of his melodramas. They tod musical Instruments or anythina that re
quire, t dry, clean room. Terms reasonable
FOR SALE—The' Nelson rarm at Mecttoort,
this applies to the art of embalming
Mrs. Georgia Wall has been much, main verticul.
arrived in Chicago one Wednesday and I R. Tl.TK ni Main St.. Rockland
astf
25 aoree and 4 scree of young growth; ftaty
in which he and his capable assistants interested in the whale stories that J
found that Buutline was planning to
of wood. Splendid situation for a MBaMV
are experts, operating as they do ac recently appeared in The Courierhome.
Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON OO , Bel
What’s the Penalty for This?
open the show the next Monday. He
fast. Me
fetf
cording to the latest and most scien Gazette and she sends in the following
"Ah'
”
exclaimed
the
facetious
“
cub"
tad
rented
the
largest
theater
in
the
THOMASTON, ME.
tific methods known at the present information: In her younger days she! reporter, ns lie slid Into a hammock
FOR SALE—Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dishes,
city, but none of the other actors had
Musical
Instruments,
Furniture.
Carpets,
time. As is well known they havo saw a whale at Mosquito Island, and
Carpets, Quilts. Stoves. Etc. C. T. BRAGG,
DO YOUR SHOPPING HERE THIS coml'K tcd some of the largest funerals even walked upon his back. She also! with the season's most beautiful flap been engaged to appear with the two
610
Main
Street.
Rockland.
Ig5»f
CHRISTMAS AND SAVE MONEY
In-id in this section in a most admira states that she has a friend at Ten per. “This reminds me of u typewriter scouts. In fact, the play had not yet
been written!
ble manner, and their excellent facil ant's Harbor who had chairs on her, keyboard.”
Miscellaneous
"How?” asked the lovely creature.
ities make it possible for them t0 lawn, made from the whale's bones.
With characteristic energy Buntline
Mrs. Lorinda Smith, widow of
"Because U and I are so cjpse to set to work, and in four hours he hnd
| render complete service. They posPALMER ENGINES greatly reduced 1n
with a
price. Send for latest catalogue. PALMER
gether."—Birmingham Age-Herald.
I sess an Unusually modern equipment. Franklin Smith, died Sunday, aged
written a play called "The Scouts of
BROTHERS, Portland Pier, Portland, Me.
including cither auto or horse drawn years. Obituary in next issue.
139-144
the Plains."
j vehicles, a feature of which is one of
Extravagant Hope.
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Edge Cov
Buntline's
dime
novels
were
equally
the handsomest and most costly funeered Buttons. Button Holes Accordion, Knife
The kindly thoughts of ChristmasROCKLAND FIRE ALARM
“I understand robbery Is on the in popular, gud, in spite of the disap
and Side Plaiting. Plain Hemstitching 15c yd,
al cars that can be found in this sec
tide are fittingly expressed by the
crease.
”
silk or thread included. Orders promptly filled.
proval of tlielr parents, the boys of
tion .
Gift of your Photograph—gives the
PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN. 18 Leland Street Tel.
"I
hope
so,
”
replied
Bill
the
Burg.
25
Main
Street,
Corner
Llmerock
the
eighties
and
the
nineties
eagerly
The
proprietors
are
prominent
men
27O-.1.
139*144
I utmost in expression at this studio.
“Maybe in the coarse of time It'll be read the hair-ralsiDg adventures of
of
the
community
and
business
men
27
Head
of
Railroad
Wharf
Yeu can complete your Christmas
$600 SECURES 80-ACRE FARM Near Vil
come so fashionable that there’ll be no “Bed Ralph, the Ranger” and “Deadlage; Horse, 3 Cows. Poultry, stovewood, full
who thoroughly understand the busi 29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
lias quickly with photographs and
implements. 10 tons hay. potatoes, vegetables,
use try in’ to enforce the laws agin it” Eye Dick.”
ness in which they arc engaged. It 33 Tillson Avenue
Buntline never won re
you will be sure of giving just the
etc, included; no anxiety for future when
right thing in each instance. Pho adds to attractiveness of the commu
nown
as
a
scout
himself,
but
he
helped
you own farm like this; conveniertt advan
tages; black-loam tillage, good pasture; esti
nity to have such stores whosC pro 34 Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Street*
tographs are gifts you can easily
spread the fame of others, until in
mated 400 cords wood, 40,000 ft. timber; 200
prietors are always boosting for the 35 Main Street, Corner North
affora to give and family and
1886 he followed the trail of many of
apple trees. 7-room house. 10-cow basement
Cut
Down
Gsa
Bills.
general welfare and ever ready to lend 36 Pleasant Street, Corner Grange
frienos will always treasure them.
barn; aged owner forced to sell all $1400
Comparatively few people realize the "redskins” who “bit the dust'^
only $600 cash, easy terms. Details page 14
The Gift that’s always timely for aid fur all measures for public better 37 Main Street, Corner Park
when
one
of
his
hero's
"trusty
rifles
that
the
gas
bills
may
be
cut
down
our
Catalogue 1100 Bargains FREE STROUT
38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
ment.—adv.
Frienos. for Family and You.
FARM AGENCY. 341 D. G.. Water Street
42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway materially by exercising care in light rang out.'
Sittings made every day and even
Augusta. Me.
139-It
43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
ing the gas. Hold a lighted match
ing by appointment.
SPECIAL
MONEY
SAVING
OFFER
—
Amer
No More Stomach Bloating. 45—Middle Street, opp. Fern.
over the burner, then very slowly turn
ican Magazine $2 50 year. Woman’s Home
PHONE 33-11
If your stomach is continually kick 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
Companion
$2
00.
Both
Magazines
to
one
ad
on the gas. If the gas is turned on
Various Kinds of Spider’s Silk,
dress $3.50
You save $1. FRED E. HAR
ing up a disturbance; you feel bloated 48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
full force before the match is applied,
Most opitlers spin more than one klld
DEN, 566 Old County Road, Rockland. Tel.
PILLSBURY STUDIO
and distressed; if you belch gas and 49 Camden and Front Streets
35-3.
137*139.
a slight explosion occurs which affects >f silk. Seven kinds, In all, ar« rscsour food into the mouth, then you 51 Head of Cedar Street
PHONE 33-11
LADIES—Reliable stock et heir goods at the
the meter and sends it forward gq'zt-il. though no ono species pro
need Mi-O-Xa Stomach Tablets. Qunr- 57 West Meadow Road
Rockland Hair Htore. 354 Mala Bi
Mall r»rcUi vX thfeiu.
tore au he lied. HELEN U. SBODlS.
ig
W uawqen Street ftvtu FCbuteh
auietd b) ait Uxu^uts,—adv.

CASH PRICES FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

A

Stories of
Great Scouts

WANTED

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

9Rent

SAY “MERRY CHRISTMAS”

Photograph

your room
through a “Rooms Fo
Rent** ad and keep the
disfiguring placard ou
of your front window.
QThe newspaper ad is
dignified, sends you
numerous applicants
from which to choose,
and does not detrac
from the exclusiveness
jf your home.

.ft
I r*
5
Every-Other-Day

InSocialCircles
i
, Ih sddltlon to personal note* recording d<pertnrea and arrlrala, thia department eapeclaldealrea Information of aoctal happenings,
partlea, musicals, etc. Notea sent by mall 01
telephone will be gladly received.

MICKIE SAYS

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

9

TELEPHONE ............................................ »•
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton will
spend the holidays In Rockland after
a month’s stay in Boston. Mrs.
Leighton expects to be here until after
Christmas.
Mt. and Mrs. H. D. Lovell and son.
Horace of Brunswick arrived yester
day to spend Thanksgiving at the
home of their son-in-law, John W.
Thomas of the Thomas Sporjing Goods
Company.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wood are
spending Thanksgiving week in Bos
ton, guests of Mr. Wood’s parents.

The house committee of the Country
Club has provided a special attraction
for the holiday *ln the form of an auc
tion party for ladles and gentlemen,
it will take place this evening at 7.30

WAIST

DEPARTMENT

TWtf WchUX <a«S Mt
OP, WS “<w DOOBV.E CptSTED 'ftfcVWMh© 'W'AO PBhDS
I
wue.
ej'ww \9Sot of ,.
Huvs oswa xswsspavbr tor oovsr
> M6MWI
SS-

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK

10 dozen Fine Striped White Dimity and Lawn Waists

> NOO V&M PtR.

,~(O

YUEUO
9ChNE®>OOM 'XMO'g
noo ewew? "to acfcsew&fcT-

Should Saturday, Nov.
26, be very stormy,
Sale will be continued
Monday, Nov. 28.

$5.00

IN THE MOVIE WORLD

FOR WINTRY SETTING

largest day's business of the year.

Items Which Deal With the I
Public’s Most Popular Rec- j
reation.
(By R. Wall Doe)

Th<^ largest photograph ever made I
has recently been erected in New
York announcing Jackie Coogan's new
picture “My Boy.” The photo is of I
Jackie himself and measures 30 by 40 |
feet.

MARVELS OF TOYLAND
A

• • * e

Kingdom Which Happy
Boys and Girls Mistake For
Paradise.

Harry Carey is playing in a streak |
of unfortunate luck. Last week oc
curred the sudden death of his little I
Juvenile star “Breezy" Eason, and in
this week’s issue of the World is the I
announcement of the sudden death of
Willis L. Robards, veteran actor, who
had Just completed his part in Carey’s
latest picture. Mr. Robards died of |
heart failure.

The Courier-Gazette reporter Jour
neyed to Toylund yesterday after
noon and found it inhabited by ob
jects wondrous strange. "The birds
and beasts were there,” together with
'‘Bill” Sansom, of piscatorial re
a great multitude of other devices
nown, entertained half a dozen of his
dear to the Juvenile heart, and
friends Tuesday night, at his home,
all calculated to fit into the great sack
through the medium of a game supper.
which Santa Claus will carry when he
Printed menus for the occasion, ap
starts out on his rounds Christmas
parently isuing from the prolific brain I
The seriousness with which some of Eve..
of a past epicurean master, must have
the directors go to work on a picture
The first object to attract attention
contained everything in the world that
would go to make a great many was a cute little dog-house, painted
has been considered delicate food by
people believe that there was no fun red and green.
civilized nations. Several things on
in the movies. Fritz Tidden of the
"Come Rex," said the proprietor of
the menu did not appear on the table,
“Personal Touch" department of the Toy-land, and through the open door of
but that which did was entirely con- I
Moving
Picture
World
gives
us
these
the miniature kennel bounded a tiny
sistent with ‘‘Bill's’’ reputation as a | Here Is a wrap that will delight
little laughs:
dog. His attitude was ferocious, but
genial host.
those women who admire handsome
Archie (absent minded newly-wed be barked not, neither did he bite.
embroidery and rich fringes In the at store) “I can’t remember whether
Charles Wotton and Irvine Tuttle of company of luxurious looking furs. It I was sent for a casserole or a cami When Rex was restored to his cosy
home the proprietor whistled sharply
this city, Walter Dahlgren and Mar Is mode of a fine coating of the v.el- sole.”
and out the log bounded again. It
cus Chandler of Camden are home ours type, which lends itself to these
Clerk (giggling) “Is the chicken
was all very mysterious until the pro
from Bowdoin to spend Thanksgiving decorations and is entitled to be dead or alive?”
prietor explained that the voice or
with their families.
• e e •
classed as a superb coat _
the whistle caused vibration which re
Paramount adopts the following as
leased a magnet and propelled the dog
Miss Kathryn D. Cooper of Read
their slogan for Paramount week: —
through the door.
COTTON SNOWBALLS
ing, Mass., is visiting over the holi
If we rest we rust.
From another shelf the proprietor
days with her former room-mate at I
If we trust we bust.
landed down a complete moving pict
Abbott Academy, Miss Priscilla Brew Used To Announce the En
No rest, no rust.
ure outfit, including tickets and handster of Camden.
Miss Brewster’s j
No trust, no bust.
dlls for a show, and a budge for the
brother, Joseph, who is an undergrad
• • • «
gagement of Miss L. Jean
uate at Boston University, will be ]
Motion pictures of the Jefferies- doorkeeper The price of this outfit
nette Simmons and Prof. Johnson fight, suppressed for 10 s $19.
among the family circle Thursday.
One entire room is devoted to dolls—
years in Chicago, will soon he shown
C. W. Snow.
•
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Newbert have
in that city under a permit recently dolls that talk and walk, blonds, bru
gone to Massachusetts for an extended I
granted by Chief of Police Fitz- nettes, blue eyed dolls and brown eyed
jrlsit with their sons in Wabun and | A delightful supper party given by maurice. The permit followed one dolls—dolls that would win the heart
Mrs. Joseph Emery at her attractive issued for the Dempsey-Carpentier I of any little girl in any clime. And
South Weymouth.
new home in Camden Tuesday night, fight. ’I cannot give a permit for the naturally enough in this connection
Walter O. Frost, who has been proved to be the occasion to an Dempsey-Carpentier fight and withold came the toy chamber set, too dear for
spending the past two months in Ne nounce the engagement of Miss L one for the Jefferies-Johnson fight" anything This chamber set had the
braska engaged in inspection wc-rk for
ditinction of being the most expensive
said the Chief.
• • * *
the Federal Horticultural Board, is in Jeanette Simmons of this city and
article in the toy collection, the price
Without doubt “The Four Horse being $29.
>
Chicago for a few days, homeward Prof. Charles Wilbert Snow, an erst
while
resident
of
Spruce
Head
who
men,” booked to appear at the Park
bound.
Across the seas from England,
has subsequently covered himself with Theatre in the near future, is the big
brilliant, literary honors. Guests to gest motion picture spectacle which Switzerland, and Germany, came
Standish Perry is home from Bow
congratulate Miss Simmons included ever graced our local screens. For iuantitle8 of the imported toys, in all
doin over Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Ensign Otis, Mrs. Artiiur F, months the trade papers have been he largest collection, ?twas said, this
Lamb, Mrs. Russell Bartlett, Mrs filled with the praise which lauds fide of Boston.
For a month preceding the YaleThe reporter saw kittens that purr
William C. Bird, Miss Charlotte director Rex Ingraham and the mightyHarvard game this year E. K. Leigh Bulfum and Miss Martha Hail.
ind run; Dinah, a colored pussun who
cast which made this picture possi walks; airplanes that ' really fly; a
ton, who with Mrs. Leighton, has been
On the center of the table lrom
stopping in Boston, left no stone un which a delicious supper was served ble. In most of the principle cities player piano that really plays; a pho
turned to procure two seats. His ef was a large cotton snowball, with yel this picture played from one to ten nography set, complete from the tiny
forts appeared to be futile up to the low ribbons extending to each guest weeks oved it’s original bookings ■amera to the completed picture; a
day of the game; but scarcely an On the ends of the ribbons wei e eight and dramatic critics everywhere, and chemistry set, with all sorts of exper
hour before the starting whistle was vairs of smaller snowballs bearing even the hard shelled censors, pro iments; the Tinker line of toys, so
to blow, he managed to locate two the names of the engaged couple. nounce this the greatest production f-idely advertised; rubber toys that
the generation.
Seventy-five
tickets and was subsequently present And the unexpected, but happy reve of
miles of film were used in this pro nflate, and other novelties galore.
at the kick-off.
lations a beautiful solitaire diamond duction, which has been concentrated
Case somebody wants to know where
set in platinum, was greatly admired. into the finished picture.
the reporter found this Toyland he
Mrs. Jennie Bird went yesterday to
The couple have enjoyed careers of
lets you into the secret. It was on
Marblehead, Mass., to spend Thanks unusual prominence. A graduate of
the second floor of the Burpee Furni
WHITE TO PREDOMINATE
giving with her daughter, Mrs. Don Rockland High School in 1907, and
ture Co.’s store. The manager, John
ald P. George.
later of Mt Holyoke, Mdss Simmons
0. Stevens, turned the newspaper
Fashion
Authorities
Say
It
Will
Pre

entered social work in Newberg. N. Y
•■nan over to Alderman George A.
vail Next Spring and Summer.
Joseph Colburn of the U. S S. Piro Her success and interest In this work
Achorn, who has charge of this depart
is visiting his sister, Mrs. (Capt.) E. were marked, and she next accepted
ment, and who designed the arrangeAll
authorities
are
agreed
that
white
Smith of the Salvation A-my.
a position in Bridgeport, Conn. At
nents by which it is so attractively
the lapse of a considerable period she is to make an excellent showing dur displayed.
The best of reports concerning the loined the staff of The Little Wan ing the spring and summer seasons of
It will also interest many persons
condition of F. J. Bicknell come from derers Home, a charitable institution 1922, as there is an international move to know that coupons are to be issued
St.
Barnabas Hospital, Portland, of prominence near Boston. Her next ment in that direction. At several of I
all purchasers during the holiday
where he was operated upon last position was that of overseer of the the spring racing meets in France, at- I <eason. Santa Claus will come down
week. At no time has he had an ex poor in Rockland, in which capacity tended by the well-dressed woman of | he chimney Dec. 23 and will select
cessive temperature, and his discharge she has given conclusive evidence of many nations attired in the last cre two coupons bearing corresponding
from the hospital is confidently ex her training and ability. From
ation of Parisian dress-makers, white numbers. One will entitle the purlatter position she has recently
pected within three weeks.
stood out prominently among the most haser to a doll that walks and talks;
signed to the regret of her many as
smartly dressed. And after the spring ind the other will mean a free moving
sociates.
Angling Mads Easy.
Mr. Snow graduated from the racing meets were finished and pleasure ficture outfit for some happy boy. If
A Californian keeps a lake proper Thomaston High School in 1903, and seekers left for the leading seashore he holders do not present them at the
ly stocked with fish where anglers from Bowdoin in 1907, where he was a resorts, it was noticeable that white :tore before noon of the 24th, a new
may throw their line and fish to their Phi Beta Kappa man. He was the re was prominent in the expensive ward Irawing will be held that afternoon,
robes of Parisian women.
ntil two persons ih the crowd have
hearts’ content by paying a fee for cipient of many collegiate honors of a
Accordingly, we see white chosen for
each fish caught. It Is much cheaper literary nature, and from Bowdoin the backgrounds of printed designs iresented coupons corresponding to
those which Santa Claus has drawn.
and Just as much fun as taking a long took a post-graduate course at the applied to silks, or embroidered fig
University
of
Columbia.
At
the
com
trip Into the country.______________ .
ures carried out in ornate fashion to
completion of this he returned to Bow
light up white grounds. Even ging
To Toll Poisonous Mushrooms.
doln as an instructor in English and
hams
introduction of white , Summed up briefly, the first thing
,
„ show the
a
debating, subsequently to occupy
to be noticed in distinguishing edible
similar capacity at Reed University, white’^""s^enci"
At this point in his career he became
This was expected. As everyone
mushrooms is whether
a government agent and thstructor in knows, black overshadows all colors ini
*> s are 0 Purple-brown, as .they
Alaska, where he remained for more
should be when mature. Most of the
than a year.
Then followed in popularity, both for dress and for mil- fatal errors have arisen from not
trasts evidenced by the adoption of
structorshlps at the Universities of brought into prominence striking con-!
noticing tills point and selecting
Utah and Indiana, and finally at
linery purposes.
Naturally, black I
Wesleyan College in Middletown each of the primary colors of blue, species whose gills are white. The
next point is whether the stem Is
Conn., where he is now engaged.
Mr. Snow has contributed many red and yellow for combination with I cylindrical and solid and has a ring or
rin«
especially
poems to magazines under the title of blBukt for a striking combination with
Maine Coast Sketches” and apropos black, white knocks all colors out in whether It seems to come directly from
of hia sojourn in Alaska, he published the first round. While most attend-1 O>e ground or whether the base is
a poetic work called "Songs of The ants at the spring racing meets in I bulbous and sheathed with a mem
Neukluk," which has received
France were conspicuous by the dis-1 braneous bag or scales. If it has a
tensive and favorable criticism.

Mrs. I. A. Post, Miss Lena Post and I
Edwin Post are guests of Miss Eliz- |
abeth Post for the weekend.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Our prices are reasonable

H. M. SILSBY, Florist
863 Camden St, Rockland

Mrs. Fred Eugley of the village
spent Saturday with her mother. Mrs
Emma Wallace.
Mrs. Olivia Pitcher was the guest of
Mrs. Emma Wallace last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Little of Brls
tol were guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
T. Palmer Sunday.
Mrs. Edna Turner of Auburn is vis
itlng her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. D
Morton.
Mrs. Nancy Burns Is a guest of Mr
and Mrs. Fred Wlnchenbach at the
village.
Mrs. W. E. Davis of the village
was a guest of her daughter, Mrs
Martin Collamore, last week.

Some of the best BAR
GAINS are in small
quantities. Come early.

DEAR MADAM:—
... ..
Our Storehouse, our basement, our shelves and cornices are overflow.ng w.th a wonderful hne of
Holiday Goods, just received for the Christmas business.
Our management, our whole store force are eager to place this attractive merchand.se on our
counters and in our cases for your inspection.
.
Before this can be done, we must clear out a large volume of staple Dry.Goods‘
^ur^,n®’;
To accomplish this we plan a one day “Sale” at prices that will make Saturday, November 26th, the

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

Drs. T. L. and Ruth McBeath and
family are visiting in Richmond, Mass.
They expect to return Monday night.

VISITORS are welcome at the
'greenhouses during business hours.

SATURDAY, NOV. 26th -9.30 A. M.-9.30 P. M.

Waists of Striped Challie, a nice sport waist, at

Miss Elizabeth E. Hall of Melrose,
Mass, is in the city for the remainder
of the week, the guest of Mrs. Israel
Snow. William M. Munroe of Boston
is also the guest of Capt. and Mrs.
Israel Snow.

Our PINK CHRYSANTHEMUMS
and POM POMS aro blossoming in
profusion and wo arc picking Violets
every day. The eeaton for those
blooms is short. Don’t neglect to
enjoy them while they are at their
best.

Sii Hour and After Supper Sale

Style "Peter Pan” at $1.95

Miss Blanche Welt, who has been at
Silsby Hospital the past six weeks,
has returned to her home in Thomas
ton.

W« ar* ready new to make those
winter
MEMORIAL . WREATHS
that you want for the cemetery
about this time of year.
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play of colors, an Economist repre- j
sentative noticed not one but’ several
combinations of white and black, I
WNe«Ptod°b?ack“bright colors espedally reds, afford excellent co'mbina-

sheath or scales, it cannot be common
mushroom. If a collector finds a mushroom having the points here meutloned’ the chance °f hiS eat,ng U Is
Dext,t0 nothing for there is only one

SASH CURTAINS

DJER KISS TALCUM

100 pairs Sash Curtains, mostly
white; a few biege, full size. Come
early for this item—they will *25
not last long. Per pair........... *

POWDER

Excelsior
4air Dye

Boston Bags
A very popular type
of bag, used by law
yers, doctors, bankers
and salesmen, made of
heavy grain football
leather, stiff bottom
with studs, made to
sell for $3 00, tan
only, for $4 QE
this day

Colors hair to any
desired shade and will
not fade.
$4 7®S
In this sale

Full size tins.
Saturday ......

Napkins

Making a 8torm.
Looking at a wind and rain ck.rm
ration of white grounds.—Dry Goods | on the screen, does everyone know (hat
Economist.
the wind Is made by a large truck witli
propellers In front that whirl at s. ter
rific speed wl.Ile high overhead a hose
A Kansas Killjoy.
pours down tlie driving rain?--New
Many a man who wus the life of the York Evening I’osL
party lost his Job the next day because
Is There a Doubter Present?
lie was lifeless at his work. No manBE A BOOSTER I
The easiest thing In the world—con
old or young—can keep late hours and
TRADE AT HOMBI
vincing a pretty widow, whose aged
do Justice to his work.
Many men
TAKE THE HOME PAPER 1
husband left her a million, to believe
smuiter than you have tried It and
that It was all for the beat
tailed.—Atchison Globe.

.21

Towels

Bates Damask Batting
Colored tabllngs, blue,
red. 58 In. wide, sells
for $1 25.
AE
This sale ....

Stair Carpet

Special purchase of
fine mercerized Nap
kins, 16 and 18 ir...
ready for use; sell for
$3 50 per dozen. In
tills sale,
each ............. ■•■V
or per
dozen ...........

Door Mats

Rugs

7C

Dolls

4

High Spire Taptestry
9x12

Square

Brussels patterns, ex
tra heavy $4 Q 4E
In this sale

Rugs
Tapestry Brussels Art
Square 9x12, beautiful
colors, seamless, suit
able for dining room,
living room or chain
ber; re- JJd Eft
duced to fWW

Stair Carpet
Felt
Stair Carpet,
neatly hound on edge
very durable, brown,
only 90c value EA
In this sale ...

Bungalow
Aprons

Dolls

Lingerie

Waists

$4
“w*

Real genuine printed
Linoleums, with bur
lap back; short ends
from 2 to 12 yds, in
pieces Sell for $1.50
If you can close ou«t
piece. Per
.77
yard....

Floor
Coverings

Couch Covers

AC Blouses

Cheese Cloth

Felt
back Carpets,
hard wood and matt
ing
effects,
short
lengths;
sold
last
year for 75c; to close
out pieces per square
yard
only...............

Scarfs
Pure Silk Neck Scarfs
silk fringe contrasting
stripe on ends, colors
brown, copen. navy,
mode grey
This sale ..

$A AC

Castor Cups

Art Squares

Waists

Suit Cases

Linoleums

$4 JE Peroxide

Sheetings

Hdkfs.

Waists

Heavy glass Castor Voile
waists.
new
Cups for beds and models, prettily trimheavy furniture, save < med, 36, 38, 40; to
vour carpet.
4 A i clos«
AA
Each ................ bXW I out............
XbW

COTTONS
36*in. Bleached Cottons and Cam*
brics in short lentgsh and remnants,
sell for 25c, 27c and 29c, your IQ
choice............................................

Colored Burlaps, red,
green, brown, blue,
sells for 50c.
In this sale ..

Waists

Bunk (xnnforters, dark
colors,
$4 AC
special..
AaiTtl’

7^

Table of odd voile
waists,
white
aud
colors, sell for $2.50,
$3.00; to $4 AA
close...........
XaOO $ Dainty bed puffs, silk
olene covered, light
and medium colors,
72,78 ■
■pedal....
Linoleum Varnish, the
well known Valspar,
brighten the linoleum
and make it look Extra
large
size
new. Also for wood home made comfort
work—will not turn ers, Challie or Creton
white.
Per
.95 covered, filled selected
pint .............
snow
white
biitts;
special,

Comforters

Varnish

Comforters

‘4.95

Upholstery
Goods

Blankets

3 pieces Duplex Repp
39 In. wide, good tor
coverings and curtains,
green, rose. For this
day
only...............

Pongee Silk Waists,
newest
styles,
all
sizes, 36 to 46 high
Your choice of Regal and low neck, ruffled
or Majestic Corsets, effects,
and
lace
sell for $1.50; for trimmed,
Special
this day
07 for this
‘3.77
only...............
^ale

All wool blankets, tan
color, neatly l>ound
special,
$.

‘4.95

TA

Crib Blankets

Soft,
fleecy
cHb
blankets, pink, blue
animal designs; sj>e
Chamois suede duplex clal price $J

Gloves

gloves, gauntlet style,

grey and
■izv.

all

mode,

»2.45

Batts
Cotton
batting for
comforters,
white,
soft, fleecy cottonj
special.

.15

Damask
All linen table damask
best linen bargain for
years, 70 In. wide,
choice designs; spe-

‘2^5

Napkins
Napkins to
match
21x21, per $A AA
dozen....

Hose

Ladies’
silk
sport
hose, cordovan, black,
It. brown, grey, sell
for $1.75 and $1 85
$1.50 Silk Itrile, half
your
fashioned, full Hale
choice
tops, grey,
black,
white sand, brown.

$4 7Q

Hosiery

In thia

AA Carpet
Sweepers

Gloves

Waists

Burlaps

Snowdrift batting, 2Ib. rolls, spreads 72x
90, beautiful quality;
special,
.69

Comforters

Bath Robes

Ladies Bath Robes,
Laundry
Two Rolls Fiber Stair light and dark, shawl
Carpet, l green. 1 collar, sell for $7.50,
Cases
brown, light wool top pretty designs.
Laundry
shipping neat patterns, sell for L1*1”..... *5.00
cases, made to stand $1 00
£A
the hard usage of In this sale ..
shipping
by mail;
khaki covered
Sell
for $2.50. $4 AE
Portieres
In this sale
Congoleuni and TexPortieres bought at oleuin Door Mats.
new reduced prices, Special for
colors green, rose, this sale ...........
blue,
brown; good
Soft fleecy pink and size and quality. For
white, blue and white this sale $E A A
stripes and
checks per pair
WbVV
6 dressed dolls, sell
Special for
A
for $3 98, real hair
this day ....
wigs, 20 in
high,
colored muslin dress
es,
bonnets
and
stock
Inlaid
10 dozen Bungalow ings to match; to
|
Linoleum
Aprons,
light
and close
‘2.50
Heavy Inlaid Lino dark percales, piettlly out...........
leum, wood effects, trimmed, also ging
geoanet rlca 1
figures ; ham aprons in l’olly
very durable. Sell for Print style.
OO
$2 50 per yd.
In Your choice ..
dolls, 20 in size,
this
dressed in white mus
1.69
lin, bonnet and stock
sale.
ings to match, sell for
$A AA
Odd lots of pink Crepe $3.00; In
de Chine and Satin this sale... AbVW
Imitation French flan
Bloomers,
Envelope
nel waists, blue and Chemise and Billie
preen stripe, all sizes Burkes, sold from $8
newest models; special to $10.
AE
Fiber and Wool,. Art
for this
$7 4 A
Your choice
Squares,
size 6x9,
sale...........
four patterns to select
from,
double face,
double
wear, were
$14.50
Samson suit cases, Taffeta Silk Waists in Iu this sale 6.98
stripes,
nice
strongest case made dark
light weight, will not quality, newest styles
sell
for
$6.50
lose Its shape or sag.
two strong straps all for
>» 4.95 Very large size Tuparound, guaranteed by day
estry Couch Covers,
makers, a regular $10
oriental design, choice
case;, in
$4
colorings,
regular
price $7.50 $E AA
this sale..
Jersey blouses, navy, In this sale
black, henna, white
cuffs and collars in
this
White cheese, cloth 36 sale.........
in wide suitable for
Four fluid ounce bot
general household use
tle of Peroxide, guar
anteed strength and
put up in 5 yd. pcs
purity. For
neatly wrapped
Unbleached sheetings, this sale only
per piece
54 in. wide, sell for
50c per yd. Pepperill
Mills, for this AA Curtains
day only
White muslin ruffled
Washable kid gloves,
curtains;
sell
for
winter weight, grqy,
tl 25
In this sale,
black and a few tan.
Per
self stitched backs, all Ladies’ Sport Hdks pair
.77
sizes, sell for $2.50; all colors, sell for 25c
in this
$4 AA in this sale
AE
sale....
only, 2 for
RteW

7fl
$7 7E Outings

Art

Soft fleecy Outings, pink and blue
stripes and checks, 36 in. wide, cut
to advantage for ladies robes .22
For Saturday only ..................

Large size crash towels
und dish wipers, all
taped, 20c value; for
this day only AE
2 for....
rAW

WA

sale .............

Luncheon
Sets

Children’s
carpet
sweepers, made by
Bissell Carpet Sweep
er Co. Spe13
piece Luncheon
clal price
Sot8, assorted colored
edges, Ilnene, sell for
$3 00.
For
this
day only $•
‘2.45
for set
Kabo corsets

77

Doll’s Corsets
ooutii..........

^5

Music Rolls

Lemonade
Sets

$1 25
music
brown, black,
in this sale

7 piece Lemonade Sets
assorted edges. Spe
clal for this
"“
sale, per set

Corsets

rolls

.69

PILLOW SLIPS

TABLE OIL CLOTHS

120 Pillow Cases, 42x36, good
quality; sell for 39c. (Only 6
to a customer). Each

45 in. Enam.l Cloth, whit, and
fancy colors, best quality (Maritas)
Special price for
Saturday ............................... .

25

F. I. SIMONTON COMPANY

qj

OF COURSE SALE PRICES
ARE FOR CASH ONLY

HOPE

Opening of Amateur Polo League

Arcade Skating Rink
THANKSGIVING DAY
I

Afternoon—SNOWBIRDS vs. KNOX ELECTRICS
Evening—POLO

BEARS

vs.

TEXACO

STARS

Games called at 3:30 and 8:30

Skating this week, Wednesday, Thursday and Satur
day evenings, and Thursday and Saturday afternoons.

tions with white, and the two other) species answering the description
primaries of blue and yellow follow in | which is to be avoided, and that is
the order of appropriateness for com-1 very rare indeed, and has a taste so
bination with white.
disagreeable that no one would wish
Similarly, tne secondaries—that is, to eat it, while the taste of the mush
the combination of two primaries re room Is pleasant

sulting In purple—green and orange—
have been chosen by many designers
for combination with white, especial
ly in the form of motifs for the deco-

Special for

OUTINGS

SEEDBank

THANKSGIVING BALL
TEMPLE HALL

THURSDAY NIGHT, N0VEMB7R 24
MARSTON’S

ORCHESTRA

Tho Meservey .sisters of North
Appleton aro occupying the Wilder
cottage and working in the canning
factory.
A. F. Dunton is having some repairs
made on his buildings. Herbert Heal
of Lincolnville is doing the work.
Jlinmy Pease visited his cousin, tho
Gushee boys in Appleton, last week.
Mrs. Wallace Robbins, sons, Clifton
and Roland, and her father. Walter
Hewett, have gone to Rockport for
the winter.
There are several cases of sickness
In town but none very serious.
J. B. Dunton has returned to his
home in York Harbor after three
weeks’ visit with his parents, and in
hunting.
Harold Spear of Rockport is at
the L. P. True & Co.’s factory for a
few days.
Arthur Libby of Lincolnville has
been making repairs on the bam of
Alden Allen at the Corner.
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins has returned to
her home In Rockport after a visit
with relatives here.
Mrs. Olive Pease has been staying
with Miss Elizabeth Bartlett during
the latter's illness. She returned home
Monday.
Mrs. Alice Hobbs and Miss Jose
phine Knight were guests of their
sister, Mrs. Marshall Blake, last week.
In Camden.
Miss Flora Taylor has gone to live
In South Hope, for the winter. She
will occupy rooms In the F. H. Mans
field house, the same as last year.
. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thompson
were guests of Mr. und Mrs. S. Han
son in Camden last Saturday.
Don’t fail to bring the ’kiddles” to
Burpee’s Toyland.

Keep This Ready.
At the first symptoms of a cough or
I cold, breathe Hyomei. The best peo
ple always have it In the house and
! end a cold before it gets deepseated.
Sold by all Druggists.—adv.
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: This Week *
* TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO*

Player
Piano Rolls

Republic Rolls
REDUCED

A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the events which
interested Rockland and vicinity for
five weeks ending Nov. 24, 1896.

Q. R. S. Rolls
EVERYTHING

V. F. STUDLEY
Headquarters for
Brunswick Phonographs

Nellie Augusta Higgins, both of Rock
port.
West Washington, Oct. 31, Allen H.
Tibbetts of West Jefferson and Orrie
M. Jackson of Washington.
• • • «

Capt. H. H. Williams of Thomaston
arrived home from a two years' whal
ing cruise, bringing 32,000 pounds of
whalebone and 500 barrels of oil. It
was a profitable voyage, but a light
catch.
Ralph, son of Cyrus Mank was se
verely burned during a celebration of
the Presidential election victory,
Capt. Harris Stackpole died sudden
ly in Thomaston. At one time he com
manded the ship Rochambeau which
brought emigrants from Liverpool
and Antwerp to the United States.
Cholera broke out among the steerage
passengers, of whom there were 400,
and 33 died. Capt. Stackpole was mas
ter of the schooner Hero when it was
driven ashore at Tarpaulin Cove, and
destroyed by fire.
Amos Walker, who died in Thom
aston, was a member of the shipbuild
ing firm of S. S. Gerry & Co.
Republicans everywhere were cele
brating the overwhelming election of
William McKinley.
Mr, and Mrs. Winfield Carver of
Vinalhaven celebrated their silver
wedding anniversary.
Hon. Fred A. Alden’s residence in
Union was illuminated, as the result
of his pledge that he would do so if
St. George went Republican. Mr.
Alden was a Democrat.
Camden’s Temple Club elected these
officers: Fred M. Richards, president;
J. R. Glover, vice president; C. A.
Wilson, treasurer.
Fred N. Hart of Rockport took
oharge of the schooner Robert Byron,
and Jesse Linnell took command of
the schooner Chester R. Lawrence.
Both vessels were operated by Shep
herd Company.
The Bodwell Granite Company was
awarded the contract for the Buffalo
postoffice job.
Henry L. Maker was installed as
worshipful master of Amity Lodge,
F. & A. M. in Camden.
Mildred, 3-year old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ariel Calderwood of North
Haven, died from eating poisonous
berries. Her little brother, Hugh,
died a few days later from the same
cause.

EDWARJHhLOWRY
A Writer of Recognized Authority
on National Government’s
Business Methods.
No Washington correspondent Is bet
ter known or more highly esteemed
than Edward G. Lowry. That in it
self means that he bus broad and deep
knowledge of national and world af
fairs; that he is skillful in getting tlie
news and tnctful in writing it, and
that he has the confidence of the pub
lic men with whom he comes in con
tact. But Mr. Lowry has more than
that. He has the really patriotic feel
ing that the intimate knowledge of the
nation’s affairs, which he acquires
through his work in Washington,
should be imparted to the people of
the country who have not Ills privileges,
in such a way that they will be led to
take that personal interest in the doings
of the government, which alone will
result in good government. He wants
the people to realize that It is their
government, answerable to them only,
and that they only are responsible
for its good qualities and its bad qual
ities. It is this feeling that has in
spired much of Mr. Lowry’s best work.
Born in Atlanta in 1876, Mr. Lowry
was educated in private schools, the
Georgia Military Institute and by priv
ate tutors, and began his journalistic
career at the age of twenty-four. In
1904 he was sent to Washington and
has been there almost continuously
ever since. He has been the political
correspondent of Harper’s Weekly, has
written many articles for the periodi
cal press and since 1913 has been the
Washington correspondent of the New
York Evening Post, and for a consid
erable time the managing editor of
ttiat paper. When Germany started
the World war the government natur
ally found Important work for Mr.
Lowry. For two years he was at
tached to the American embassy in
London, and then he returned to be
come a captain In the aviation section
of the signal corns. Then he was as

EMPIRE THEATRE
The Empire patrons simply insisted
that the theatre should be open for
for the holiday. So the management
came across with Buck Jones in
"Straight from the Shoulder” It's a
good feature, and the short subjects
are also good.
Set adrift In the Pacific, her boat
was swept ashore on an uninhabited
island.
The government aviator
searching for her ran short of gasoline
and made a forced landing on the some

and Records
George A. Gilchrest bought the Port
125 tf
Clyde Marine Railway.
The Maine State Polo League, com
prising Rockland, Bath, Portland, Lew
iston and Augusta played its opening teams at Maine State College
ani’
games Rockland defeated Bath 9 to 2. Bowdoin College respectively.
Capt. Elisha Rogers moved Jto New
Rockland's lineup comprised Gus
Campbell, Eddie Gay, Charles Gay, Brunswick.
Dr. Francis E. Hitchcock one of
"Old Hoss" Maynard and Mike Maine’s best known surgeons, died, at
O’Malley.. [This team subsequently the age of 49 years. He was a grad
won the State championship.]
uate of Bowdoin College and Bruns
Mrs. Anna Wall was knocked down wick Medical College, and began prac
by a team, on Park street and one of tice in Crockett block at the Northend.
her legs was broken.
He became connected with some of the
Knox county jail had 28 prisoners.
leading medical associations of the
G. A. Ames and D. E. Piske formed State and in 1890 attended the Inter
a partnership to take charge of the national Medical Congress in Berlin.
Bay View House in Waterville.
Three years later he was a delegate
Election returns were promptly re to the Pan-American Medical Con
ceived in this city, and called attention gress in Washington. He served as
to the following , competent staffs— surgeon-general of the State Militia
Telephone company, Miss Mabel Spear, and as president, secretary and treas
manager. Miss Sadie Perkins and Miss urer of the State Pension Board.
Nellie Creamer, day operators; Wil
Dr. Eben Alden of Waldoboro
liam Thomas, night operator; S. S. bought the Dr. O. L. Bartlett house on
Shaw, lineman; Guy E. Thomas, as Middle street.
sistant lineman—Postal Telegraph Co.,
The W. H. Glover Co. began work on
Eugene A. Rhodes, manager; Charles the Two Bush Island Light Station.
Sholes and Charles Holmes, mes
sengers;
Western Union Telegraph
The following births were recorded:
Co., E. J. Brann, manager; Benjamin
Deer Isle. Nov. 4. to Mr. and Mrs.
C. Reed, assistant operator; John Sul
livan and Eula Graves, messengers, Samuel P. Bray, a daughter.
Thomaston, to Mr. and Mrs. William
E. C. Thomas "kept his hand in” at
both telegraph offices. Rockland had Hallowell, a son.
Rockland. Nov. 23. to Mr. and Mrs.
ISO telephones.
E. T. Russell & Co. of Boston were Arthur P. Irving, a daughter.
Union, Nov. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
keeping a crew busily at work in their
Tillson wharf sardine factory. The Charles A. G. Simmons, a son.
Thomaston, Nov. 14, to Capt. and
Morse, Trusstll, MeLoon machine
shops were another busy place on the Mrs. Lucian Hutchins, a daughter.
Thomaston, Nov. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
l’oint.
Mrs. Robert Crockett died at the Patrick Sanfey, a daughter.
Union, Nov 10, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
family residence, aged 74 years.
Tobias Smalley bought the Lewis . Burgess, a son.
Rockland, Nov. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Childs house on Granite street.
The W. H. Glover Co. was complet Herman E. Tiblsetts, a son.
Vinalhaven, Nov. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward D. Mank was shot and in
ing a summer residence at Green’s
stantly killed, at North Waldoboro,
Landing for F. L. Olmstead of Boston. F. H. Osgood, a daughter.
Hope, Nov. 3, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred during a dispute over a keg of cider.
* * * *
L. Mansfield, a son.
James R. Finn of Stickney’s Corner,
Rockland’s vote in the Presidential
Cushing. Oct. 16, to Mr. and Mrs. fell into a quarry near Thomaston.
election was: McKinley, 1038; Bryan Richard A. Davis, a son.
He was found by George Morse of
381. The Republicans carried every
Camden. Oct. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. Morse's Corner and died in a Rock
ward. The Knox county result was Edward Maxey, a daughter.
land hospital.
McKinley. 3285; Bryan, 1618. Every
Union, Oct. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
David Lercnond, member of a Thom
town in the county went Republican Simmons, a son.
aston shipbuilding firm, died at his
except Friendship, where the vote was
Rockland, Oct. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. home on Ludwig street, aged 58 years
a tie.
Loring Blake, a son.
Camden organized a Philharmonic
The Thomaston schooner SeventyRockland, Oct. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Club with Dr. W. F. Hart as presi
Six, commanded by Capt. Joseph Edward A. Sherman, a son.
dent; Dr. J. K. Hooper, treasurer:
Leo, of Rockland, was wrecked in a
{Jamden, Oct. 14, to Mr. and Mrs. and W. E. Tetley, director.
F. H.
hurricane off the coast of Florida. Eugene Young, a son.
Thomas composer and tenor, was one
The crew was taken off 16 days later
Vinalhaven, Oct. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. of the prime movers in the organi
by a British tramp steamer, after the George Elwell, a child.
zation.
men were nearly famished, and almost
St. George. Oct. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Spruce Head celebrated the com
crazed for want of water. They had Frank P. Kallooh, a daughter.
pletion of its new bridge. Band con
been kept alive b^' drinking the blood
Deer Isle, Oct. 3, to Mr. and Mrs. certs, feasting, and a shooting match
from fish which were caught. The William Barter, a son.
were among the features.
Willis
shipwrecked sailors were taken to
South Hope, to Mr. and Mrs. Levere A. Adams was master of ceremonies.
Liverpool, and before they arrived Howard a daughter.
The speakers were True P. Pierce,
home had been given up for lost.
Rockland. Oct. 22, to Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Prescott, J. T. McKellar and Dr.
Arthur B. Crockett moved into his F. A. Richardson, a son.
Benjamin Wiliams.
The
bridge
new residence on Summer street.
Vinalhaven, Oet. 23. to Mr. and Mrs. was 460 feet long and 14 feet wide. Bert
Jones & Bicknell had just completed Robert Grierson, a daughter.
Blethen and Dan Coakley were the
Edward G. Lowry.
a canning factory, 40x80, in Friend
Vinalhaven, Oct. 21, to Mr. and Mrs first to cross it.
ship.
Richard Young of Matinicus, a son.
sistant military attache at London and
Thomaston
’
s
newest
organization
Freeman W. Smith and A. H. BlackDeer Isle, Oct. 10, to Mr. and Mrs. was the Young Men’s Social, Literary on tiie Britisli front in Flanders, and
ington attended the annual convention Marsh Thompson, a daughter.
and Athletic Club, with W. B. Foster wus with the American Army of Oc
of the National Spiritualist Associa
Swan’s Island, Oct. 21, to Mr. and as presient; Walter J. Strout vice cupation in Germany. For ills valu
tion in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Nathan Bunker, a daughter.
president and E. R. Bumps treasurer.
able work he was awarded the Brit
The Business Men’s Carnival, held in
Union, Oct. 20, to Mr. and Mrs. Ed
E. E. Fales was installed as master ish Military Cross. Recently he wrote
Elmwood hall under the auspices of the ward Harris, a daughter.
of St. Paul's Lodge, F. & A. M., Rock "Washington Close-Ups," a series of
Methodists, with D. A. Packard as
Gott's Island, Oct. 20, to the wife port.
general chairman, was one of the sea of James Joyce, a son.
South Thomaston celebrated the character sketches of eminent figures
son’s biggest events.
The young
Deer Isle, Oct. 22, to Mr. and Mrs. 100th anniversary of the building of in tlie natiofial capital, which the
ladies who represented the Rockland Alpheus Cole, a son.
the First Baptist meeting house. Rev. country is reading with vast enjoyment.
firms were Emma St Clair, Edith
Deer Isle, Oct. 20, to Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Holman deliveded the historical
For two years Mr. Lowry has been
Crockett, Mabelle Hodgkins, Aimee Everett Haskell, a son.
making a close study of the business
address.
Marsh, Ethel Russell, Mabel Lamb,
Swan's Island, Oct. 16. to Mr. and
Mrs. Margaret Murphy of Friend of the government. He is given credit
Anna Conant,.Adelaide Holmes, Lottie Mrs. Henry Johnson, a son.
ship, aged 84, was fatally burned when in congress for his aid in passing the
Fish, Jennie Trussell, Blanche Cran
* * » *
her clothing accidentally caught fire.
budget bill and in bringing about tlie
dall, Viva Hall, Lena St Clair, Hazel
Rev. L. J. Thomas of Auburn ac naming of the joint committee of the
The marriages for the five weeks
Spear, Fannie Tibbetts, Edith Perkins,
were:
cepted
a
call
to
the
Union
church
in
Myrtle Webb, Lucy Peck, Hope Greenhouse and senate to investigate and
Rockland, Oct. 21, Bertrand A. Bass Vinalhaven.
lialgh, Caro Rhodes, Grace Lothrop,
report upon the administration and or
Half
a
million
tons
of
rock
were
of
Rumford
Falls
and
Miss
Jennie
Caro Billings, Bessie Robbins, Myrtle
blown into the air by the touch of ganization of the government executive
Follansbee, May Thorndike, Myrtle McLain of Rocklan'd.
Rockland, Oct. 21, Charles H. Willis an electric button at the Long Cove departments. He now wants the peo
Perry, Nellie Walker, Helen IJachple of the United States to know the
elder, Emma Crockett, Katherine of Thomaston and Eivia A. Pray of granite quarry.
detnils of the United States govern
Mugridge, Carrie Davis, Edith Ham, Rockland.
Thomaston, Oet. 21. Levi B. Gil
ment, which is their business. He be
Mae Sullivan and Jane Berry.
Domestic Repartee.
lieves the knowledge of these details
Rodney I. Thompson opened a law chrest of New York, formerly of “You’re kinder to dumb animals.”
Thomaston and Ardelia Mae Catland
His wife said, “than to me."
office in Farnsworth block.
will make of them better Americans
"Well, you try being dumb," he growled,
O. H. Tripp surveyed at Lucia Beach of Thomaston.
nnd give them a better government.
St.
George,
Oct.
14,
Walter
S.
Tripp
“
And
see
how
kind
I
’ll
be.
”
for an extension of the highway.
No man not imbued with Mr. Low
of
South
Thomaston
and
Lottie
W.
Fred H. Osborne, agent for the
ry’s higli ideal could have carried out
Clark
of
St.
George.
How
It
Struck
Him.
Fleischmann Yeast Co., was trans
Deer Isle, Oct. 3, Everett L. Thomp
Farmer Brown—Glad to see ye home this study of the government business
ferred to the Bath district, and was
son and Julietta M. Jarvis.
succeeded here by W. C. French.
agin, Silas. How's things In Noo so exhaustively and painstakingly as
Rockport, Oct. 21, Everett Eugene Yawk?
has he. Probably lie now knows more
Capt. Albert Campbell bought and
about it than any other man In the
was to manage the Limerick House in Fales and Eugenia Andrews.
Fanner
Green
—
Hustlin
’
,
Joshua,
Warren, Oct. 14, John S. McDonald
world. With extraordinary persever
Limerick, Me.
hustlin
’
!
Why,
the
way
folks
rush
Herbert M. Lord campaigned for and Cora A. Watts.
aroun’ there, ye’d think th’ cows were ance and dogged persistence lie went
Jefftrson.
Oct.
3,
Herbert
E.
Farrar
McKinley and Hobart in Pennsylvania,
after hidden facts and multifarious de
New York and New Jersey. In one of Razorville and Nellie Kennedy of loose in the cabbage patch the hull tails—and got them. Nothing was too
Somerville.
tarnation
time.
day he travelled 200 miles and de
big for his comprehension or too small
Rockland. Oct. 28, John C. Collett
livered six speeches. Everywhere he
for his attention. At one time he went
and Alice M. Mitchell, both erf Vinal
■ A Good Time.
had a most cordial greeting.
Alice—Did your cousin have a good to a member of the cabinet with the
William Gay, a lime manufacturer, haven.
Rockland, Oct. 24, Ivan A. True time during her holiday visit to Bos statement that the government had on
died, at the age of 81 years.
its payrolls, exclusive of tlie officers
William J. Abbott of Rockland was worthy and Emma J. Abbott.
ton?
Friendship, Oct. 26, Melvin George
and men of the army and navy, one
elected manager of the Freshman
Kate
—
I
guess
so.
Mother
and
I
Wallace of Friendship and Sylvia
football team at Bowdoin college.
employee for each 68 people of the
took
to
our
beds
after
she
left,
and
Alan L. Bird and William W. Spear Ella Prior of Bremen.
United States ten years of age and
she
writes
that
she
took
to
hers
as
Camden, Oct. 22, Oscar Chapin and
were playing on the varsity football
over engaged in gainful occupations;
soon as she got home.
Lillian Hardy.
It took that cabinet officer, with the
Lyndesborough, N. H. Oct. 21.
assistants he had at his command, a
Clarence H. Leach of Boston, formerly |
Wanted It to Go.
of Rockland and Lora Rose of Lyndes- i
“This Is my car,” exploded the Irate considerable time, and considerable ef
borough.
tourist to the garagemen, “and what fort to verify Mr. Lowry's statement,
Washington. Oct. 8, Everett S. Han- '
but he found it to be true.
I say about it, goes—see?”
non of Washington and Winnie L.
As the result of his careful studies
Just
then
a
dirty-faced
machinist
Boynton of Liberty.
Mr. Lowry lias written a series of ar
crawled
out
from
under
the
dead
ma

Rockport, Oct. 28. Fred A. Blackingticles on tlie business of government
ton and Mae L. Higgins of Rockport. chine and said, pleadingly, “Say ‘en
income and expense; where the money
Boston, Nov. 7. George B. Wood of gine,’ mister!”—Cartoons Magazine.
comes from, and how and for what it
Roxbury, Mass., and Eva Swift of
is spent; whether the organization of
Thomaston.
The Likeness.
the business side of government is effi
Camden, Nov. 7, Ernest G. Lamb of
“A benuty doctor, taking the skin
Camden and Blanche B. Farnham of off fhe society queens’ complexions is
cient or inefficient; whether the gov
Bangor.
very much like a sexton at the church ernment wastes the money we give It.
Camden, Oct. 26, Benjamin F. Wilson
The series Is not in any sense polltl
chimes.”
of Camden and Lena F. Young of
cal. It is not an attack, not a muck
“I can’t see the likeness, I must
Lincolnville.
raking expedition. It recites facts,
Tenant’s Harbor, Nov. 4, Albion H. say.”
conceded, acknowledged facts. These
“Isn’t he peeling the belles?”
Williams and Emma S. Loud.
facts come from tlie men in the gov
Rockland. Nov. 15, Nathaniel Young
ernment—from the government itself
and Lizzie Walsh, both of Thomaston.
—and they are all facts thut every
Deer Isle, Nov. 25, Joseph A. Green
law and Eva S. Greenlaw.
American citizen is entitled to know
Cushing. Nov. 20, Samuel Rogers of
and should know.
EGLECTED Headache, and Colds are a
Warren and Belle Orne of Pleasant
The series of articles on this subject
crime against health and family wel
Point.
of “Where Your Taxes Go” will be
fare. Don't he a slave to winter complaints.
Thomaston, Nov. 18, Emery Weaver
carried in these columns. They should
Don't make yourself useless and endanger
and Myrtle Libby, both of Gushing.
be read by every American who is in
others by allowing Colds to run their course.
Camden. Nov. 18, Vincent B. Hand
terested in the welfare of the nation
and Mrs. Mary Martin.
Always have Hill's Cascara Bromide
Bremen. James E.
Knowlton of ,
Quinine Tablets handy. For Colds, Head
Bremen, and Villa A. Wallace of Wal- 1
USE
aches and la CriFpe they are best by test
doboro.
xeA
—quickest to act and end Colds in 24
ACCO ASPIRIN
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 5, Wal- I
hours, La Grippe in 3 days. Sale, depend
lace It. Farrington of Honolulu, H. I., ,
OF COURSE
TABLETS
formerly of Rockland, and Catherine |
able. No had after effects. No "head
1st Flth: Do you sleep well at
McAlpine
Crane
of
California.
For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Head
ooises." Convenient and pleasant io take.
night?
Camden, Nov. 4, Horatio Ogier and
2nd Fieh: Sure, ain’t I “rocked In
ache, Earaclw, etc. At all druggists.

Banish Headaches;

Colds,LaGrippe

cascaOquinine

Al All Druggists~30 Cnti

w. 8

rill compact.

DLraorr

In the cradle of the deep.”

Advertising Is the Cultivation
That Makes Business Grow'

island. There followed days of vi
brant living and h ippy companionship
until, one day . . . footprints on the
sand! Those footprints meant a fight,
but they also meant flight—and happi
ness—for the woman and the man in
"Tlie Torrent," the picture in which
Eva Novak appears Friday.
The story is of a beautiful society
girl who delberately jilts the man fhe
really Ipves and makes an alliance for
money. Her husband takes her for a
cruise In the South Seas, nnd makes
up a party of social idlers and adven

turesses.
To escape her husband’s
drunken caresses she gels into the
yacht's boat and trails behind. Then
she hears a cry that he is dead, and,
sturtled, drops the line that holds her
to the vescl. The aviator who is
thrown beside her on the island is the
man she once sent away, and they
believe their happiness complete. But
on their return to civilization they find
her husband still alive.
Harry Carey is "in at the finish" this
week.
See him, dressed up, in
"Hearts Up" Saturday—adv.

Exceptional
Terms for a
Few Days Only

Places a Wonderful 42-Inch
Simplex Ironer in Your Home

>“THE BEST (JRONER
Don’t put off another day the
possession of a reliable SIMPLEX
IRONER. This special offer of $5
down payment will not continue
long. It may be withdrawn at any
time. So hurry!
This is the best ironing machine
proposition ever offered—pre-war
or any other time.
*
The small payments of $8
monthly thereafter can be made
from the actual savings in helphire, time, fuel, etc.
The smaller your income or the

larger your family the more you need
a SIMPLEX IRONER. The ma
jority of buyers during this sale
have been those who must make
every penny count.
The 42-inch model, featured in
this sale, accommodates a regular
full-sized sheet, folded once. See it
demonstrated at either of the au
thorized dealers listed below. Get
YOUR SIMPLEX IRONER in
time to do next week’s ironing on
it. Your ironing problem will then
be at an end.

Call at our store to see demonstration or telephone and we shall be
glad to arrange for demonstration in your home.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
AUGUSTA, MAINE

WiliOTe ll
Don’t think of WILLIAM TELL as just
“flour”— think of it rather as fresh hot
bread that will build health and strength, as crisp, flaky
pastries that will melt in your mouth, as rich, tooth
some cake—think of it as ail of the choice things that you can
make with it, everyone filled with that delicious, nutty flavor for
which WILLIAM TELL is famous.
Don’t say you can’t do it. Try WILLIAM
TELL and you’ll find that you can—with
ease and with pleasure. We are so confident
that you’ll succeed with WILLIAM TELL
that we will absolutely guarantee satisfaction.

7e// your Grocer—WILLIAM TELL

Yes, the price is down—just about where ft
used to be before the war.

121-tf

Do It Gracefully.

A. C. MOORE

Do a man a favor
With a pleasant smile.
Or It loses savor

PIANO TUNER

In a Uttie whilfc

Every-Other-Day

Witt US

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

_

